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Abstract
Phase control tt'Chnique u~ in ac/dc com'etten results in the generatKln of har-
monics which can disrupt the operation of critical ilnd ~Jiti\'e loads. In general,
the level of harmonics in the system depends on the interaction between the at
network a.nd the harmonics generated by the converter.
This thesis develops a technique JOf' the harmonic analysis of phase-controlled
ac/dc converters connect~ wthe at network. The analysis method is bucd on the
harmonic admittance mod~l,which uses the multi.port network concept to define a
relationship between the input at voltages and currents, and tile Olltput de voltage
a.nd current. The matrix representAtion of the relationships is expressed in terms of
A, B, C. D paramders, which contain the ha.rmonic components of the switchins
functions of the convertl!r and the admittance of the commutatins induct&nce,
A single phue model of the harmonic admittance technique is first implemented.
The model is used to determine the harmonics at various nodes in the system. It is
shown that in addition to providing quantitative information aoout the harmonic
levels. the model accurately predicts the operating conditions and harmonic insta-
bilities in the system,
The method is extended to model a three·phase system, For simplicity, the
operation of the converter with commutating overlap angle less than 60- (i.e. mode-I
operation) is considered, However, based on tbe procedure described in the thesis.
the model for other modes of operation can be developed. The model is used
to study the harmonic intttaction in a simple HVDe system, Specifically, the
distortion at the point of common coupling, the effects of ac source harmonics and
unbalance in ac n~work impedance on the system voltages are investigated,
The harmonic admittance models developed in the thesis are verified by EMTP
simulation. The model accurately predicts the harmonia and system behaviour. It
is shown that the harmonic admittance ~hod provides an alll!mate tool to study
the harmonic: interactions in power systt!m5 with converters.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of harmonic interaction in ac power systems bas talw:1 on gru1 im-
portance because of the widespread use of electronic switching devices for power
conversion ud other nonlinear devices. Electronic awikbins in u:./dc convertel'l
&I!nerat.e current barmonics, which in tum interact with the ae Iyltem impedance
to cause volLa&e distortions in the power system.
Depending on the amplitude of the harmonia entering the ac network and the
de liDe., some of the following undesirable etrecl.l may occur.
• lDstahility of the converter control.
• Errors in electronic iDstrument.&tion and roDtro!.
• Overheating of system equipment.
• Interference with telec::ommuniul.ion Iy'tems, elpecially DOise on tel~bone
lines. This dl'ed may be propagated over peat di.~ces.
Power utilities are responsible fOf enluring the qu&1i.ty and reliability of the
power delivered to the conlumera. Hence at a system pl&DJling level, there i. a
peat. need for evaluating tbe apected h&rmOnia beforehand 10 that devies for
the elimination of the undesired barmonica C&!l. be desisned and implemented. The
dl'ectivenells of & system model. to study the harmonic 1eveIJ in the ac power ')'Item
with converters depends on the following facton:
1. The extent to which Lhe system model is simplified. Oversimplification leads
to inaccuraLe prediction of the system harmonics.
2. The capability of the model. to sive a qu&lit&tive as well as quantitative in-
formation about the system.
3. The capability of the model to predict all harmonics, including uncharacLer·
istic harmonics and harmonic inst.abilit~.
4. The capability of the model. to &CCOunt for &C source harmonics as weU as the
harmonics generated by the converter.
Several researchers hAve addressed Lhe problem of modeling accuracy for har-
monic studies. Ultimately the accurate prediction of barmonies depends on the
model of the SCoi.ilCe of harmonics. i.e. the convttter. However, the model. of the
converter depends on the configuration, the ac voltages at the terminals of the
converter, the dc load and the control principle for firing pulse generation.
For a given converter. the control principle deLermines the harmonics generated.
Control principles that are commonly used un be classified as follows.
. L Phase control: The firing pulses are generated with the commutating voltage
as the reference. The pulses are dela-yed with respect to the reference voltage.
2. Constant phase-angle control: Firing in.t.ant.s equally spa.cec\ with reference
to their corresponding commutating volt.a&es.
3. Equidistant firing control: Consecutive firings at equal intervals of the supply
frequency.
ol. Modulated phase-anele control: The firing pullet are phase-modulated.
5. Integral cyde control: Selects an integer number of complete cycles or hal!
cycles of the supply frequency.
or these methods, phase-angle control is the most widely used. Consequently in
this t.hesis the phase~e control is selected (or the study of harmonica &ener&t.ed
by ac/dc converters.
1.1 Review of Methods for Harmonic Evalua-
tion
Several harmonic analysis methods have been proposed in the IiteratuN' to .tudy the
ha.nnonic interaction between t.he power .ystem and the power converter. These
methods can be &fOUped into three cat.~ries: time domain analysis; frequency
domain analysis; harmonic admittance an.aIysi•.
1.1.1 Time Domain Analysis
The time domain method is based on establi.hing a sel of differential equat.ions
which describe the system. The solution o( the equation. is obtained u.inA numeri-
ca.l integrating techniques. Reeve [1] and Kitchin [2) haw: discuued the use of time
domain analysis method to model the overall system. In the propom:l method.,
numerica.l techniquCiI att used wobtain a point.-by-point. represcn.tation of the .y..
tem voltages and current.. On reaching .teady-stat.e, the harmonic .pect.ra of t.he
.yatem voltages and currents are obtained using Fourier analysis. The results are
to & great extent dependent on the time step used in the numerica.llOlution. The
method it capable of predicting the tr&DIient behaviour and harmonic iutability
in the ')'Item. However it is computationally demanding especially when applied
to large syst.em:l.
1.1.2 Frequency Domain Analysis
The conventional approach widely used to evaluate harmonica in power converten
is the frequency domain analysis. Kitchin [2} explains the theoretical buis of the
mdhod iD detail. Thia appro&ch is hued on t.he Ulumption that t.he phue con-
trolled converter draws curn!nt from purely sinusoidal sources with purely inductive
source impedances. Fourier analysis of the current waveforms resulting from the
o~ration of the conver~ predicll characteristic harmonic components of the order
n = pI: ± I. where p is the number of pulses of the conYffter and 1:=1,2•••. The
converter is modeled as an ideal harmonic current source and the elfed of each
harmonic component on the system is considered separately. The overall effect of
h.armonics on the system is obtained in the frequency domain using tbe principle of
superposition. The method. also referred to as the current injection method, can
be modified to include the effects of the phase control angle and the commutating
inductance. It can also be extended to systems connected to multiple converten.
The method is too idealiz.ed for practical systems. Convert~. in practice. do not
generate constant hannonic currents irrespective of the conditions that exist in the
I.e power system. In addition. tbe method cannot predict harmonies under resonant
conditions.
Many researchel'3 have made efforts to use more advanced frequency domain
methods to study the effects of individual system p&ramet.en 00 harmonics uo-
der steady·state conditions. The effect of uncharacteristic harmonics and erron in
the firing pulses are invntigated in (31. Unbalance condition in the transformer
impedance and its effect on the operation and harmonics is diSCUssed by Rao 14}.
If the I.e system voltage is unbalanced additional uncharacteristic harmonia are
generated in the I.e current. This problem is inYeStigated by Reeve. d. 01.. [51. Al-
though these methods are h~pful in demonstrating the effect of particular param-
eters on harmonics they do not consider the interaction between the de harmonics
and the ac harmonia since the de side currmt is assumed to be harmonic-free.
Mathur [6) presents a technique for eniuMing the de side current and volt-
q;e harmonies for unbAlanced ac sources due to tbe readance of the oonverter
transformer. Ho~ver the ac side is treated separately from the de side and the
harmonic interactions between the two side. are not considered in the algorithm.
Recv~, d. a.1 •• [71 propose a tKhniqu~ which attempts to elimina.te or overcome
most or the abo~mentioned disadnnla&:e.. Th~ lechniqu~ det.~rmines the new
operating conditions of the system by iteratively updating the system voltap;es.
This technique is very effective in studying the system behaviour along with the
humonic interaction, but it neglKlS the de tide impedances.
A method for harmonic: studies bued on nonlinear (requency domain analysis
has been proposed by Christoforidis, d. al. {SJ. The method ~ves a comprehensift;
model o( the ac pow~r system, conv~rter sub5tatKln and the dc side load. Although
the work makes an important contribution in the selectKln of the type of ac system
model (or harmonK studies, it does not give the details of the vario\L! operating
regions o( the converter.
A state-variable approach hAS been proposed in the literature to automatically
formulate thtft-pha.se ac network equations (or hlU1llOnic studie. (2). These equa-
tions are then linked with the nonlinear converter equations to obtain a solution
for the overall system. The results thus obtained account (or the interaction of
harmonics on the &C side. The method exhibits poor convergence characteristics
and in some applications, has been found to diverge (7).
A comprehensive statc-variable technique which eliminates most of the above
mentioned disadvantages has been proposed by Yac:amini 191. The technique ac-
counts for dc·side impedances. u well AS the ac side imperfKtions such as harmonic
voltage distortions on the supply voltages, unbalance conditions in the input volt.-
ages and system impedances. The method assumes a set of busbar voltages AI
the initial conditions and based on the method o( firins used for the converter,
the converter currents are calculated. The results are then used with the current
inja:tion method to calculate the dc side voltage and current harmonics and the &C
side quantities. The method sufers (rom the limitation. of the cJusiw method,
i.e. inability to account for harmonic coupling on the dc and ac sides and to predict
the stable repons of operation in tem'II of the firinr; anr;1e and the oYe!'lap angle.
1.1.3 Harmonic Admittance Analysis
To overcome the drawbacks or the methods mentioned above, Jalali d. al. (10)
proposed the harmonic admitt&nce technique. This method uses the eoncept of
transmission parameters (oc A,8,C,D parameten) to obtain a relationship be-
tween the ac side and dc side quantities. Specifica.lly the relationship between the
input and output voltages and currents is obtained in terms of parameters which
model the converter and the at system. The converter" parameters are defined in
terms of the Fourier seriH representation of the switchinr; functions which deter·
mine the converter current and voltage waveforms in every interval. The ac system
impedance is modeled as an infinite-dimensional diasonal matrix at various har·
monic frequencies.
The main features of the technique can be summarized as follows:
I. The approAch models each component in the system (eg. the converter and
the at system) as a harmonic admittance matrix represented by the terminal
voltages and currents in the Fourier form. The matrices are then coupled to
represent the overall system. Apart from predicting the harmonic level! at
any point for any required operating conditions, the method gives qualitative
idea of the converter operation. It also allows the modeling procedure to
be modularized so that different systems can be studied without extensive
modifications of the sy.tem equations,
2. The harmonic admittance matrix or the convuttt couples all harmonia by
means or a relationship beotween harmonic quantities on the ac side and the
de side expressed through the switching functions. The model also allows &C
soul'«' harmonics to be incorporated and accurately models the interaction
between the powet" system and the converter.
3. The solution to the system equations provides a locally stable point which
satisfies the operating conditions of the con\'ffter. Unbalanced S)'Items can be
studied because the phase voJ~ge matrices and the phase impedance matrices
are separately represented. The approach therefore is cap&ble of predicting
unstable operation or regions where periodic operation is not possible.
So far the harmonic admittance model has been confined to single pbase systems
(101· With necessary modifications the technique an be applied to th~phase
con~rter circuits and extended to any type of con~rlet system connected to the
.I.e network. This thesis focusses on the harmonic admittance technique and extends
the concept to the implementation of a three-phase model of the ax/dc converter
system and to the study of simple HVDe systems.
1.2 Simulation of Power Systems
Many techniques and models have been developed by researchers over the yurs to
simulate the behaviour of a power system (11HI51. Since 1962 the e1ectromAAnettc
transient program (EMTP) has become the accepted tool for the simulation, anal-
ysis, operation and design of power systems (16]-1181. The EMTP is used to verify
the correctness of the a,&oritbm developed for the harmonic admitunce technique
presented in the thesis.
The EMTP is a complex and versatile computer program which helps utili·
ties analyze electromagnetic transients affecting th~ operation and design of power
systems.
The basic concepts and coding for modeling and simulation of powee systems
are pnsented in the EMTP rulebook [19J. The alsorithm used in the EMTP it
based. on the solution of algebraic and differential equations U30ciated with the
int~rconntclion of ~Itclrical pow~r syst~m compon~nts and control systems. Th~
equations are writt~n in nodal·&dmillance form and arc solved by ordered triangular
factorisation. The program autom&tic~ly determines the initi~ conditions using
the line.u e~ls. Under steady-state amditions normally the nonlinear ~lernenls
arc ignored. The output from the prosr..m lisls the branch voltages and currents,
nod~ volt&&eI and currents, valu~ of control variables etc.. , as functions of time.
One or the advantages or the program is the ftexibility in modeling.
The addition of the module, Transient Analysis of Control Systems (TACS) to
the EMTP makes the program more powerful and allows the dynamic interaction
of the power system trAnsients and control systMlS to be studied. It &Iso provides
means ror modelin~ and simulating HVDC systems, static VAR compensators and
other power system elements involving static switches, periodic pulses etc. TACS is
used to simulate the triggering systems and the thyristors in the converter systems
studied in the thesis. The methods for modeling various control system. componenls
are described in (201.
Tbe componentJ of the power system in EMTP are referred to as Network.
The N~twork and TACS are considered to be two separate programs. They have
different modeling techniques and input algorithms, and are solved. separately and
alternately. The Network solution is obtained from the time instant t - 6t to t. But
this solution uses the TACS \'ariable conditions at time instant t - At. A similar
process i. tq>eated for every time instant. The time step, at is very important
in the implementation 01 the triggering pulse generator. A longer time step would
introduce delays in the application of the firing pulse. A smaller time step will
result in minimum delay between the TACS and the Network. However, too small
a time step wiU result in increased number of computations and memory.
1.3 Thesis Objectives and Outline
The harmonic admittance technique, fil'5t proposed by Jalali and La.sseter [101 for
the single phase converter system, is the focus of the thesis. The broad aim of
the research program is to devdop a tool for accurately evaluating the harmonics
and predicting the slable operating regions in a power system which incorporates
aclde converters and static VAR compensators. As a first step towards realizing
this goal, this thesis carries out harmonic ~tudies in single phue and three-phase
ac/dc converter systems using the harmonic a.dmiU"nce technique. The objectives
of the thesis can be summarized as follows.
1. Develop a harmonic admittance model to predict the harmonics and stable
operating conditions in an ac network connected to the three- phase converter.
2. Develop harmonic admittance model to predict the harmonics in an an ac
network with source harmonics and unbalanced ac side impedances.
3. Develop EMTP models and simulation of the system studied above in order
to verify the harmonic admittance method.
The work presented in the thesis is organized AS follows:
In chapter 2, the classical method for determining the harmonics in single phase
llttd three-phase aclde converter" is presented. Results bued on the Fourier analysis
of the converter waveforms are presented.
Chapter 3 introduces the harmonic admittance concept for the single phase
ac/dc converter. The harmonic admittance model of a simple power system in-
corporating the single phase acldc converter is developed. The model is used to
predict the harmonics and the operation of the single phase system. The results of
the harmonic admittance model are verified using the EMTP.
In chapter 4, the implementation or the harmonic admittance method for a.
three-phase system is presented. A model of the three-phase ar:./de converter is
'0
developed and used to predict the harmonic currents and voltages in a. simple
three-phase network. The corra:tness of the model and the algorithm is verified
using EMTP to simulate the threfl.phase system.
The application of the harmonic admittance technique to the harmonic eva!ua-
tjon in a system with harmonics in the input source and a system ...itb unbalanced
ac side impedance is presented in chapter 5. An EMTP simulation of the same is
also given.
Chapler 6 sumffiilf;zes the results and contribution of the research and presents
recommendations rOt rurther work.
Chapter 2
Harmonic Analysis of AC IDC
Converters- The Classical
Approach
As indicated in the previous chapter, the classical or conventional approach to
calculate harmonic voltages is to first determine the Fourier series components of
the ac current, and then multiply each harmonic current by the corresponding
harmonic source impedance. This chapter providc:s a review of the conventional
method and identifies the drawbacks associated with the method. The procedure
and basic equations of the method are presented for the single·pha.se and three-
phase ac/de converter.
2.1 Harmonic Analysis of the Single Phase AC/DC
Converter System
This seetion presents the classical method to compute the harmonics in the single.
phase, phase-controlled acjdc converters.
2.1.1 The Single Phase AC/DC Converter System
fn order to demonstrate the analysis procedure for determining the harmonic inter-
action of the single phase converter with the ac system, the configuration of Fig. 2.1
is considered. The commutating inductance Lc may reprl!Sent the inductance of the
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FigUrl! 2.1: The Single Phase Converter System
transformer which connects lhe converter to the ae system. or in the absence of a
transformer. L~ represents the line inductance. The filter network consists of &
third-order tuned lilter Md low-pass filter L-C. The filter network may be more
complex than shown. For simplicity all resistances on the ae side are neglected.
The dc load consists of a de reactor, L~ and resistance R.i in series with a de source
~. In Fi.!;. 2.1, Pee rep~nts the point of common coupling, the supply point to
other loads, ....here the voltage distortKms are of interest.
The system can be reduced to a simple model which allows the vollage distortion
at PN to be determined. Figure 2.2 shows a simplified model of the converter
system. The ac 50UIU with the filter is modeled as a voltage source Vu in series
with an equivalent inductance Lu::.
2.1.2 Analysis of the Converter System
In order to reduce the harmonic analysis problem to manageable proportions, the
following assumptions are made.
• The converter switches are ideal..
• The converter switching is ideal and symmetrical.
Fipre 2.2: Simplified Single Phase Converter Modd
• The inductance on the de side is infinite, giving pcnectly A smooth de current.
• The converter operates in the continuoul cutTent mode.
• The resistances in the ac network are neglected.
• The AC IOUKe harmonia are neglected.
Figure 2.3 showl the ideal wavefom1ll of the dc voltage, v" and the ae current i•.
1. DC-.ide Voltage Hannonics
The harmonic components of the de voltage are obtained using Fourier series anal-
ysis [21J. The dc voltage, V" can be expressed as
(2.1)
where A,. and B,. are the Fourier coefficienu and V" is the de compooent of the
output voltage. From Fig. 2.3 the Fourier components are obtained as
A,. ""' 2:. 100 -.inwt cosnwt J(wt) +~J~,.linwtCOlnwtJ(wt) (2.2)
B.= 2:. J: -sinwt sinnwtJ(wt)+~1:,. .inwt linnwtJ(we) (2.3)
and l'd is given by (Z2]
l'd::t~ [COIa- X.I,,]
• E.
(2.<)
Figure 2.3: Ideal Waveforms
'4
wI
wI
where
E~ is the peak Vollue of the &C lOurce voltage
a is the delay anKle
JJ is the commutating a.nKle
X, is the total source reactance at the lundamental frequency (i.e. X~ =w(L.~+L~)
Ed is the dc current
The commutating angle IJ is obtained from (221
cos(o +p) = CDJI0- 2.~,/~
and the dc current E~ is t;iven by
2. AC4side Current Harmonics
(,.s)
(2.6)
The ideal line current waveform (approximated to trllpezoidal waveshape) shown
in FiK. 2.3 is an odd [unction and can be represented by the Fourier series
i," = r.: b,.sinnwl
.... 1.3.5
"h.,.
~ r,.f2 ~sinnwtd(w!) + !J..-,.f2 /"sinnwtd(wt)
7:Jo 2 7: ,./2
+!J." -(~)(7:-wt)Sinnwld(wl)
7: .-,./2 2
Equation (2,8) reduces ta
b,. s: 2l~sinn(p/2)(1 - cosnlf)
(p/2)n2
b. = 4/~ sin n~/2) •n = I, 3. 5,..
1m
(2.7)
(2.8)
('.')
('.lO)
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E<;uation (2.10) shows that the ac side harmonics consist of the characteristic fre-
quency componenls defined by
h =2k:t: I k"," 1,2,3...
3. AC-.ide Voltage Harmonics
(2.11)
The voltage h&nTlOnics at the point of common coupling an obtained by multiptying
each harmonic component by the correspondine; souree impedance. At the point of
common coupling the voltage harmonK: is given by
(2.12)
The fundamental voltage at Pee is obtained by subtracting (vectorially) the funda-
IMnt.al voltage drop ACrosS .\k from the undistorted source voltage.
(2.13)
and the percentage voltage distortion factor is defined by
(2.14)
2.1.3 Procedure for Computing Voltage Harmonics
Computation of the a.c-side voltage harmonics requires the determination of the
dc-side quantitie V" and I". For giml values of the delay &llgle Q, Ek iU1d R.l •
equations (2.4) and (2.6) are solved for v" and I". The commutation angle is then
determined from equation (2.5). Equations (2.12) and (2.14) show that the com-
putation of the ac-side harmonic voltages requirl!S the know~geof eaeh b&m'lOnie
current injected in the supply by the ac/de converf.tt. The harmonic current! are
calculated from equation (2.10).
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2.1.4 Result.
Using th~ procedure outlined above. the voltage harmonics, \'Oltage distortion factor
iUld the effect of the ac·side inductance on the harmonics ILre invcstill&ted. For
simplicity a. reactance factor K defined by
(2.15)
is introduced to study the effect of the I.e-side inductance on the harmonics. The
dc-side current is normali2d with rt!Spect to the value of current corresponding to
an overlap a~1e of SS-. The first twenty harmonics Wffeo used in the comput&tion.
The plots were obtained for the following values of the sys~ parameten:
E"=318V
R,,=O.05 {}
L,,=26.5 mH
Lc =O.2MmH
E.=707V
1. DC-aide Current as a Function or Overlap Angle
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the variation of the dc·side current I" with the overlap
angle for rectifier operation and inverte'r o~ration ~pectively for VuloUI firins
angles, Q. The classical method predicts a stable operation for a wide range of
values of the commutation angle p.
2. Voltage Distortion Factor
The effect of the ac·side reactance on the voltage distortion (actor at the point, P«
is shown in Fig. 2.6. The plots were obtained ..t varioul firing angles Q .. shown in
the figure. It is observed that as the sourte reactance decreues in relalion to the
1.2----
Figure 2.4: DC Current for Rectifier Operation
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Fisure 2.5: DC Cuncnt for Inverter Operation
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Figure 2.6: Voltage Distortion Factor
commutating reactance, the distortion factor decreases.
3. System Waveforms
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the reconstructed output voltage waveforms'for Q c:; 3D'
and a = 1010 • The waveforms arc normalized with resped to E. and the value of
p was chosen to be 10 degrees. The accuracy of the waveforms can be improved by
increasing the number of harmonic terms used in the calculation. The waveforms are
as expected. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the corresp<lnding a.c current.! normalized
with respect to the steady-state de current.
Thl!: reconstructed normalized voltage at the point of common coupling is shown
in Figures 2.11 and 2.12 for rectifier and inverter operation. The figures clearly
show that commutation produces notches which distort the waverorm at Pcc.
-<>'1
-<>.,
...,O!;-,---;--'-;-"IO;--;';"-.,..----,,...-,,'';--.,,.
Figure 2.7: Output Volta&e-Rectifier Operation
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Figure 2.8: Output Voltage-Inverter Operation
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Ficure 2.10: Line Current-Inverter Operation
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Figure 2.12: Voltage at Pcc.Inverter Operation
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Figure 2.13: A Simplified Diagram of the Three Phase Conv~ler System
2.2 Harmonic Analysis of the Three-phase AC/DC
Converter System
The conventional method for determining harmonics in tbfff-phase line commu-
1&t«l phase controlled conver'Wrs is presented in this section. The characteristic
harmonics of the converter on the I.e side are presented in terms of the delay and
commutation angles. VoltAge harmonks and distortion factor at the point of com-
moo coupling ate determined using a simple harmonic equivaknt circuit model.
Finally the limitations of the model are discussed.
2.2.1 The Three-Phase Converter System
The simplified three-phase convertersys~ used fOf the study i, abown in Fig. 2.13.
The inductance L.c and Lc respectively repl'ell!l\t the source and tran.former in-
ductances and are assumed to be balanced. The $Ource and transformer resistances
are neglected. It is assllmed thAt the dc inductor Ldc is sufficiently large to make
the dc CUrmtt consunt and ripple-free. The tbyristors are controlled utina the
conventional phase control. firing scheme. The imperfections in the firing controller
are neglected.
2.2.2 Analysis of the Converter System
Fisure2.14 snows tne icItalwllY1!!formsofthedc volta«e. v~ llIld the~ side current in
pnases a., b Uld Co Beclluse of the source and tran.sformer inductances the tra.nsfer
of current from one pnue to llIlother is not instllntaneou. bu~ requires II smllil
commutation interval, p. This introduces additional phue~ in the fundamental
component of the phase current.
1. DC-side Voltage Harmonics
The harmonic components of the dc voltage are obtained using Fourier series anal-
ysis. The dc voltage. tI" can be expressed as
where V~ is given by (231.
v" = V,,+ ~C.. cos(nwt+t/I.. )
v" = 3~... COlO _ 3:~ I~
(2.16)
(2.11)
e. is the peak nlue of the lin~to-neutral source voltase. The rms values of the
harmonic componen15 of the output voltage are obtained using the formula [23)
c: (",,[(. - I)P/21),+ (",,(.+ I)P/21)'\2 n-l n+l
-2 (",,(. - I)p/21) (",,[(n + I)P/2)) ",,(20 +p) (2.18)
n-l n+ 1
where, a is the delay ansle
p is the commutating llngle
n is the harmonic order
and V"., is the no load direct voltage given by
(2.19)
The angle 41.. in equation (2.18) is obtained using the formula (231
•• ~ (n +I):: ~n+1)6 _ (. -I):~~n-1)6 (2.2Q)
'.,"
i.
" "
..........>~r;,,1
w'
wI
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Figure 2.14: Ideal DC-side Voltage and AC-side Current Waveforms
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where,
6~Q+1J
The commutating ugle p is &iven by (22)
cO!(Q+P)=COJQ-~
where. X. = X.c+ Xc
and the dc current III is given by
2. AC-,ide Current Harmonia
The current in phase-a can be represented by the Fourier series (24)
i." = f: D"co,,(nwt +8,,)
... 1.6. 7~
where.
v'3E.~D, = ;:x:72V 4 i + iii
41 = ifp + ~ (c:w(20) - COJ(26»)- fi. {,fin(26) - ,fin(20)]
hI =0 ~IJ + ~ (.!Iin(20) - .!Iin(26)]- Yf (co.!l(26) - co.!l(20)]
81 =14n-1(!!')c,
and for n 'I: I,
D. = -!!::n';c: +>: - 2c.b,."",(20 +,)
,finHn + 1)1'/2)
4 .. - n+l
b sinHn -1)Jl/2)
.. = n I
8 _ -(n+1)0+(n+I)6 _ -(n-I)O'+(n-I)6
.- n+1 n 1
(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)
(2.26)
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
The ac side current harmonics consist of the characteristic frequency components
defined by 61' ±: 1 for k=1.2.3....
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3. AC..ide Voltage Harmonies
The vo1tase harmonics ilt the point of common C'OuplinS P«: are obtained by mul.
tiplyinS each harmonic current by the conespondins source impedance. At P«: the
phase-a voltage harmonic is given by
Substituting equation (2.28) into (2.32) gives
~ _ 3(1 - K)C.E,
...-~
(2.32)
(2.33)
where K _ X./ X,. Similar to the single-phase cue, the fundlUtleO\al volt&se At
Pcc: is siven by
(2.34)
Substituting equation (2.24) into (2.34) gives
where,
" _ /3(1- K)C,E". _ Re{I() ·Im("}
"'I - 1'"J2 "" - d +J "01
The voltase distortion factor at P«: is defined by
2.2.3 Procedure for Computing Voltage Harmonics
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
For a. given value of the delay angle Q, E" and RII , equations (2.17) and (2.22)
are solved f~r v" and Til and the commutdion angle p is then determined from
equation (2.21). Equations (2.32) to (2.37) show that the comput&tion of the ac
side harmonic voltages require the knowledse of each hannonic current injected
into the supply by the ac/dc converter. The harmonic currents are calculated from
equations (2.23) through (2.31).
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2.2.4 Results
The voltage harmonics. voltage distortion factor and the effect of the ac side in-
ductance on the harmonics are investigated usinS the method outlined above. The
system parameten used are as follows
E. = 19~kV
L.=24.0SmH
E" =242kV
1. DC-side Current as a Function of Overlap Angle
Figures 2.Hi and 2.16 show the variation of the dc-side current /<1 with. tbe overlap
angle p for rectifier operation and inverter operation respectively. The plots arc
normalized with respect to the de current at an overlap angle of 10-. The classical
method predicts a stable operation for a wide range of values of angle p. The plots
show that the effect of 0 on the de current becomes more pronounced for overlap
angles grealer than 30-.
2. Voltage Distortion Factor
The effect of the commutating reactance on the voltage distortioQ factor at the
point of common couplinC P= is shown in Fia:. 2.17. The fisure shows: that the
voltar;e distortion factor is almost independent o( K (or finn&: anr;les o( 30- and 60-.
3. System Waveforms
Figures 2.18 And 2.19 show the output voltage wa~(orms tor delay ang1elJ of 30- and
lot-. The plots are normalized with respect to E".. As expected the waveforms
.bow the six.pulse operation of the converter. The accuracy of the wave(orms
depend on the number o( harmonics calculated.
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Figure 2.17: Voltage Distortion Factor in Three Phase Converter
FiAUres 2.20 and 2.21 show the normalized voltage at p. (or delay angles :w-
and 101', The waveforms cleArly show the commutation notches.
figures 2.22 and 2.23 show the norma.liz.ed line current waveforms for delay
MIles 30+ and 101', The plots are normalized wah~t to the de current. The
waveforms are as expected.
2.3 Summary
The classical method of harmonic analysis presented in the chpter illustrates the
limitations of the method. The accuracy of the results depends not only on the
number of harmonic terms used in the calculation. but on the simplifying &!Sump-
tions in~t in the prediction. For instance, the computation of voltB!:e h&nnonic.
components ~t the point.or common coupling, PDt. requires prior knowledge of the
line current humonics. However. the line current harmonics were obtained by ne-
gledinS the cross coup1inS between the &C-side and dc-side harmonics. A major
limitation of the method is the inability to predict harmonic instabilities in the op-
eration of the converters. In particular, for the llinS\e.phase converter, the classical
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Figure 2.23: Line Current in the Three Phase Converter·[nvert.er Operation
method predicts sta.ble operation for a. wide range of firing angles and commutating
overlap angles. In the next chapter it is shown tha.t harmonic instabilities exist in
the single-phase converter for a ra.n&e of values of commutation overlap angles and
firing angles.
Chapter 3
Harmonic Admittance Model for
the Single Phase Converter
The objective of this chapter ;s to implement and verify the harmonic admitta.nce
method propos~ by Jalali iUld Lasseter for the single phase converttt (10). Unlike'
the other methods, this method d~ not simplify the model of the power system
and switching circuiu. It provides both qualitative and quantitative information
about the harmonic interactions between the &C system and the converter switc:hinS
circuits. In this chapter. & harmonic admittance model it developed for a single
phase ac/dc converter connected to the power system. The model is used to deter-
mine the hilftnOnics at. various nodes in the system. and the results thus obtAined
are verified using EMTP simulation.
3.1 The Single Phase Converter Connected to
the AC System
In order to demonstrate the analysis procedure for determining the harmonic in-
teraction of the single-phase converter with the ac ly,telTll, the ,inSIe-phue line
commutated bridge converter configuration shown in FiS. 3.1 is con,idered. The
circuit hiU a thyristor bridge with & de load con,istinl of a reactor and resistor
in series with the de IOUrce. The de ,ide inductance L4c is .ufficiently large to
maintain a continuous de current i4c• The ohmic loues in the thyri.tort 1 through
36
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Figure 3.1: Single Phase Converter System
4. are neglected. The de source voltage is assumed to be constant. The ac system
impeda.nce is represented by Z"". AC filters are located a.t the point of common
coupling, Pu ' Any AC system network along with the filters and line im~ance can
be rNuccd to Z'" (which is the Thevenin equivalent impedance of the network as
seen from the P<c) in ,eries with the &c lOurce. e".
3.2 Harmonic Admittance Matrix for the Single
Phase Converter
The single-phase converter and the commutatins indudance may be modeled aa
A two-port network at the point of common coupling. The input variables of the
two-port network are v'" a.nd IOU and the output variables are jk And v'*. Cboosins
u" and jk as the independent variables, the t~port network can be reprnented
by the A, B. C, D parameters as
(3.1)
V-. is & matrix of Fourier series representation of the ac volla8e at the point of
common coupling (Pee). lac, V dc and ric are the Fourier matrix repr:esentatioD
of the ac CUlTeOt, iN'. the dc voltage, uk and the dc current, i" respectively. Tbe
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matrices A , B, C and D afC infinite dimensional and are dependent upon switch-
ing functions which determine the converter stat~ and the commutating inductor
L•. All the elements in the input/output parameter matrix in equation (3.l) con·
tain infinite dimensional Fourier series representations. Equation (3.1) is therefore
referred to as the harmonic admittance matrix. It provides a relationship between
the harmonics of the llC current, ac voltage, de current and de voltage.
3.3 Elements of the Harmonic Admittance Ma-
trix
In this section, the Fourier series representation of the elements in the harmonic
admittlLIlce matrix (equation 3.1) are derived. Since the harmonics in the can·"
verter are a result of the switching action of the thyristors, the switching slates are
defined by switching functions which carry on/off information of the thyristors in
the converter. The switching functions consist of the following:
1. Switching functions that define the conduction of the two thyristor pairs,
namely the positive pair (1, 2) and the negative pair (3, 4).
2. Switching functions that define the commutation overla.p interval.
Figure 3.2 shows the ideal switching functions for the single-phase bridge con-
verter. The switching function HI has a value of one when the thyristor pair (1,
2) is conducting and zero when it is off. The application of a firing pulse starts the
commutation process which continues for a duration equal to the overlap angle, IJ.
The switching function HI3 defines the commutation of thyristor 1 or thyristor 2.
H I3 has a value of one from the instant of firing of thyristors 1 and 2 till the lapse
of the overlap interval. The switching functions H3 and Jl31 respectively define
the conduction of the thyristor pair (3, 4) and the commutation of thyristor 3 or
thyristor 4.
Fipre 3.2: Switching Functions
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3.3.1 Harmonic Representation of the Switching Fune.
tions
Any switching function can he mathematically rep~ented by
H(wt) = ..~ h..e- j .....c (3.')
h" is the nth harmonic component of the Fourier series representation of H(wt),
and is defined as
(3.3)
where t, is the beginning of the switching interval and T is the duration of the
switching interval. H(wl) has a value of unity during the interval !I to t, +T. If
QI and 02 aTe the firing angles and ~II and 1J2 are the overlap angles for each pair
of thyristors respectively, the nth harmonic components of the switching functions
can be derived using equations(3.2) and (3.3) as follows:
h~~o '" (3.4)2;
h~~o 2~lte-jn"'l[e-jn"l -I) (3.5)
h~~o p, (3.6)2;
h~~o ~[e-iIl(>3(e-jnl'l_1)1 (3.7)
h~=o ~ Q,-01+112 (3.8)
--'-r-
h~Jlo 2~1l'(e-jnnl(e-j"l"I+I'I)-1)] (3.9)
h~.o 211'- Q 2+ Q I+JJI (3.10)
'r
h~~o 2~1I'(t;-j"'''I+l'd _t;-j....Jj (3.11)
3.3.2 Harmonic Representation of the AC Current
The ac current is obtained as a linear combination of the switching functions, the
current during the commutation overlap and the dc current. The Fourier m&trix
representation of the ac current an therdore be obtained as the sum of the Fourier
matrix representation of the region. defined below:
1. Current in the regions where the thyristors are in inter-commutation mode.
(i.e when only one thyristor pair is conductin!:)
2_ Current during the commutation overlap interval. (i.e when both thyristor
pairs are conducting).
When the converter is operating in the continuous mode. i-C(wt) is the sum of the
current vectors corresponding to the four switching functions.
The quantities in eqUAtion (3.12) Are defined below.
1. Current during the inter commutation period
The quantities ll(wt) and P(wf) are the componenu of curmlU when the positive
pair of thyristors (I, 2) and the negative pair of thyristors (3,4) conduct respec-
tively_ As the magnitude of tbe ae current during these periods is equal to the
steady state dc current jk. the current are expressed in terms of the switching
functions and the dc current.
The ac current when the positive pair (1, 2) is conducting is defined as
The ac current is equal to _lk when the negative pair (2, 4) is conducting. The
current durin" this period is given by
The Fourier matrix representation of the ae current during these internls can be
obtained from equations (3.13) and (3.14) as
(3.15)
and
(3.16)
The matrices Bt. H'. HU and H:n art: similar in structure. HU i. defined u
h~1 h~ll h~~
h~' h~l h:1•
h~l 11ft hZ'
From equations (3.15) and (3.16)
2. CUl't'ent during the commutation interval
(3.17)
(3.18)
The quantities [31(wt) and 11:!(w!) are the components of currents during the com-
mutation of thyristor 3 and thyristor 1 ~p@(tively. In ~mJ of the switching
functions, these currents are dmned as
(3.19)
and
(3.20)
where [(loll) is the current during the corresponding commutatkln intcrW.
During the commutation process all the thyristors (l, 2. 3 and 4) are conducting.
The equivalent circuit during this interva.l consists of the inductor, Lc across the
ac voltage at Pee' V··, The current during the commutation interval, lew!) can be
expressed as
(3.21)
where t l is the time instant at which the firing pulse i. APPliN! and iK{w! = 10111)
i. the (;urrenC in the circuit at the st&t't or commutation.
(3.23)
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a. Commutation from thyristor 3 to 1
The i\C current during the commutation interval is obtained from equation (3.21)
i-C(wtl == I(wt) == J:: :·cdwl - i""(wt = od (3.22)
wh~r~ 01 is th~ beginning of the commutation from thyristor 3 to thyristor 1 and
i~(IoIl :E 0,) is the I.e current at the start of commutation. In the steady state
when 1(loIt) , 1I"(IoIt) are periodic, equAtion (3.22) can be represented by a Fourier
series. The Fouri~r coefficients of I(wi) are defined as follows [101 .
.tj::::'·~
~1 ~"..,- f: I~"'"
__ JnwL. ••__
V:" is the nth harmonic componen~":f the voltage at Per-. I~c is the nth harmonic
componenl of the de current. Multiplying bolh sides of equation (3.23) by the
orthogonal function ~- and integrating over a ~riod pves
(3.24)
I... =j':;;':, (3.25)
where the suffix n and m denote the order of harmonic. The Fourier representation
of the ac curr~nt during the commutation interval in equations (3.24) and (3.25)
CAn be rewrittrn in the. senerN. form
(3.26)
(3.27)
Y is the diagonal matrix with elements defined by
I'z_l-
jnr.JLc
G{OI) =
(3.28)
(3.29)
The current during the commutation interval is obtained from equation (3.19),
which can be written in the Fourier matrix form liS
(3.30)·
From equation (3.26). the Fourier matrix representation of 1)1 can be written u
I" ~ H" [YVK - G(O,)(yvK +1"'1) 13.31)
b. Commutation from thyristor 1 to 3
Using the pl'OCedu~outlined above. the Fourier matrix repr~nt&tionof the current
during commutation from thyristor 1 to thyristor 3 can be obtained from equation
(3.31) in terms of H13, G(Q1) &nd Ide as
I" = H" [YV" - Glo,)(yvK - 1"'1) (3.32)
where G(Q2) is structurally identical to G(otl.
Finally, substituting equations (3.1S), (3.31) and (3.32) into equation (3.12) the
Fourier matrix expression for the ac current, lac is obtained as
lac = (HI _ H3):rx +
H" [YVK _ Glo,)(YVK +1"')1 +
H" !YVKG(O,)(YVK - 1"')) (3.33)
3.3.3 Harmonic Representation of the DC Voltage
From Fig. 3.2, the output voltAge, vtk can be derh-ed from the voltage at the
convertl!r terminab, v-: and the switching functions u
(3.34)
The Fourier matrix expression for the de voltage Vdc can be found in terms of
Vr, I" and the switching functions. In the frequency domain Vr is obta.ined as
(F;•. 3.1)
(3.35)
where Z is the diagonal matrix with elements jnwLc. The resulting Fourier matrix
representation for the dc voltage is obtained from equations (3.34) and (3.3.5) as
(3.36)
3.3.4 A, B t C and D parameters of the Single Phase
Converter
From equation (3.1) the expJeSions for lac: and Vdc ue obtained as
and
vcSc:= CVac:+Drk'
(3.37)
(3.38)
Isolating thecoefficienll from the expression for lac: (equation (3.33)) and comparing
with equation (3.37) the A and B pa.:rameters can be obtained as
A = [H"(IM - G(o,») +H13(IM - G(o,)))Y (3.39)
B = HI _ H3 _ (H31G(ad) + (H13G(a2)) (3.40)
where 1M is an identity matrix. Substituting equation (3.37) into equation (3.36),
the expression for Vdc: can be rewritten as
v'" = (H' - H')[VK - Z(AVK +BI"'I] (U1)
Isolating the coefficients from theexpr"sion for Vde (equation 3.4 I) and comparing
with equation (3.38), the C and D parameters are obtained as
(3.42)
(3.43)
The above equations illustrate the coupling between the harmonics in a single phase
ac system. For example the a.c current in equation (3.3i) has the following matrix
representation:
J~I <, <-, <-, V:~
Ilf <, <, <-, \'0.' +I'· <, <, <, Vt',
10, L, b_, J~I
b, 10, b_, II- (3.44)
b, b, 10, It"
A single frequency of the ac current is coupled to all the harmonics of the a.c voltage
and dc current through the matrices A and B.
Equation (3.1) ca.n be used to solve for the ac current, ac voltage at Pc< and
the dc voltage at the converter output terminals. However in a practical system
only the source voltage Eac: and the dc voltage fide are known. From Fig. 3.1, the
relationship between the voltages is given by
[ V" 1_ [-Z" 0 ] [ 1" ] [ E'" ]Vdc - 0 Zdc: rie+~ (3.45)
where zac and Zdc~ the diagonal matrices of the ac and dc impedances respec-
tively. Substituting I.e and Vde (from equations (3.37) and (3.38)) and rearrangins
"
results in the followinr; ~u.lt)on.
For given system parameters and defined at and de voltages the harmonic compo-
nents of V·e and Fe can be determined from tquation (3.-16).
3.4 Solution of System Equations
Using the harmonic admittance matrix the harmonics in the single phase converter
system can be studied. In this section the procedure for calculating the h&mlonics
is outlined.
3.4.1 Constraint Equation
The harmonic Admittance matrix gi\'m by ~uation (3.1) relates the ac current,
ac voItAt;c, de current &Jld the de voltar;e through the matrices A, B t C and D.
These parameter matrices are functions of the firing angles 01. 02 and the overlap
angles Ill. 111. It can be assumed that the firing instants are symmetrical. (i.e
01 = 0", 02 = II' +a). The o\'erh~p angles are assumed to be of the same width (i.e
III =P2 =f1).
To be able to solve for the quantities given in equa.tion (3.46), it is ne«ssary
to ha\"e one more equation relating Q and IJ. This equat~n can be obwned by
equating the ac side current and the de side current u the end of commuh.tion.
For example, at the end of the C'Ommutation from thyristor 3 to thyristor 1 the
ac side current is equal to the de current, and the following rela.tionship can be
defined:
(3.47)
Equation (3.41) can be expreued in the FourieT matrix fonn u
-f. j':,""'["~ - 1) =-f. r.'...·[l +....) (3.48)
.....
Eq,uatioll (3.48) it the constraint equation which ensures unique 101utioo 0( the
system equations.
3.4.2 Procedure for the Solution of System Equations
The system harmonics can be det.ermined from eqU&tiolUl (3.1),
(3.4..5) and (3.4.6) using the procedure outlined below.
1. Select a Rrin& angle Q.
2. Choose a reasoDa.b~ value or the overlap anile p.
3. Evaluate the parameter m&trioes A, B, C, D from equatiODJ (3.39), (3.40),
(3.<2) ..d (3.43).
4. Solve ror Vee. and F usiQl equation (3.46).
5. Check whether equation (3.48) is satisfied.
6. While equation (3.48) il not latisfied repeat ltePI 3 and 4 by updating the
value of 1'. Iterate until equation (3.48) is satisfied.
7. Solve for V ck and r c using equation (3.1).
Sina: the system equations are infinite matrices, the ac:curacy of the aolution de-
pends 00 the number of harmonic comPOlll!:llU CODlIidered in the aolutioo. In the
thesil, takins: harmonic compolle:Dls up to the 20th wu found to provide reuoo-
ably accurate mulls. The system equations were IOlvecl Ulins: FORI'RAN (26] and
MATLAB [27]. The number or iterations varied from 10 to 15 aDd typically took
about 1.5 min of CPU time to obtain results for a pven firing angle.
3.5 System Example
The '}'Item. shown in Fi«. 3.3 i. U5ed .. aD example to demolUltra.te the tae of the
hanDOl1ic admiUa.noe procedure outlined above to determine the h&nnonict ill a
'8
single-phase converter system. The third harmonic filter .hown in the figure baa
an induclanc:e of 2.9mH io Hriea with & apacitor of value 269.6pF.
With the convuW opeD, the impedance of tbe ae !)'Item. as ... fundion of
frequency was determined. FJ&Ule 3.4 shows the characteristic of the ac system.
impedance. The figure .howl that tbe ae system with the converter open is resoDaot
at 4.5 times the fundamental £requency. The system i. Ukely to exhibit ha.rmonic
reKlD&nce problem siDce tbe felOOaDt point of the ac system. is close to an odd
harmonic number.
3.5.1 Simulation using the Harmonic Admittance Algo-
rithm
Fipre 3.5 show. the de component of the de current fot opera.liOQ in the rectifier
mode. The de current i. normalized to the value of de current conespondins to an
overlap angle of SS'. A. CAD be aeeo the harmonic admittance program predicts
di.continuoui characteristia made up of three regions. In region-l the de current
inaeues with tbe overlap angle. Thit resion ends close to an overlap angle of 26
desree-. In the next repoD tbe method does not yield a .table solution up to AD
overlap angle of roughly 46 det;reee. Ano~her set of stable IOlutions is obtained in
region.2. In ~hi. ~n a110 the de curre.n~ increa.ses with an increase in overlap
&liSle. The values plotted are the ones correspondiuS to tbe firinS &IIgle for which
the program. converpd for a pveo overlap aupe. F"1&Uf'8 3.6 shows the varid;ion of
the dc volLqe with overlap an&le-
Fipfe 3.7 shows the harmonic content of the mnverter ac current. The.plot ia
normalized to 1':'1 correapondiq: to aD. overlap angle of 58·, J.o region·l all odd
harmonica inaeue with iucreuiq: overlap au&!e, iudica1iDS an approad:Un& feIO.
nance in tbe DO IOJutioo rqion. In rqion-2 tbe fundament.al CXlmpotleui. increues
with inCI'eMins owrlap ansIe whereas tbe 3rd and the 5th harmonia: deaeue,
The voltage harmonica At the point of common couplinS are ihown in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.3: Single Phase Converter Example {IOI
Figure 3.4: AC System Impedance
10
.9
The plot it DOrmaUzed to the no JO&d ac voltage. The third harmonic i. neslipble
due to the presence of the 3rd harmonic tUDed filter. The 5th harmonic. mc:IeUel
with incre&lling overla.p Angle indicating the existence of resonant conditton close
to the 5th harmonic component (Fig. 3.4).
Figura 3.9 and 3.10.how the converter output cum:nt and voltage harmonia.
The plota ate normalized to the de component of the dc current and dc voltage
corresponding to an overlap &Ogle of sa-. The results predict that all harmonic
components close to the system resonant points inaeaae with increasing overlap
Fisure 3.11 shows the normalized frequency spectrum of the &C current. The
figure Ihowl that the harmonic admittance method clearly predicts the character-
istic harmonics of the ac current. Figure 3.12 shows the frequency spectrum of the
P« volLlge. It is observed that the 5th harmonic compooent is si&nifiC&Qt. This is
due to the raonucz in the Iyltem impeduce neat the Sth harmonic order. FiS-
ute 3.13 shows the frequency spectrum of the output vol~e. The 4th and 6th
harmonia are sipificant because of the dl'ect of reIOnut conditions near these
h&rmonic components.
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Figure 3.8: Harmonics in the Voltage a.t the Point of Common Coupling
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Figure 3.9: Harmonics in the Output Current
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Figure 3.10: Harmonics in the Output Voltage
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Figure 3.n: Fr~q\l~cy Spectrum of the AC Current for Q "" 4S·
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Figure 3.12: Frequency Spectrum of the AC Voltage at the Point of Common
Coup1ins: (Pee) for 0 = 45-
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Figure 3.13: Frequency Spectrum of the Converter Output Voltage for () = 45'
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Figure 3.14: EMTP Model of the Single Pha.sc Converter System
3.6 EMTP Simulation of the Single Phase Con-
verter
The single phase converter system shown in Fig. 3.3 is simulated using the EMTP
as the simulation tool to ~rify the harmonic admittance method. The node dia·
gram of the EMTP model is sho....n in Fi!\:. 3.14 which incorporAtes the fonowing
modifications to Fig. 3.3.
I. Since EMTP allows the ac source to be conneded only between & node and
ground. an ideal trAnsformer was used on the ac side to provide isolation
betWleen the de and AC grounds.
2. Type-ll switches were used to represent the thyristors in EMTP simula.tion.
In order to avoid ~he type-ll switches forming a closed loop short circuit
durins the commull.tion o\'emp inte~. small rl!Sistanccs were introduced
in series with the switches.
3. For better and smoother switchins operations snubber circuits were placed in
parallel with the thyristors. The snubbers used consist of series R-C circuit
with a time constant 2.5 times the time step of 50 JU (i.e R =2kO, C =6nf).
4. System independent \'oItage source was used for the generAtion of the trig-
gering pulses. Det!Lils of the gate pulse generation are given in Appendix
A.
3.6.1 System Waveforms
The ~ultsobtainledusing the hArmonic admittance method were verified by EMTP
simulation. The hArmonics computed from the harmonic admittance method were .
recombined to obtain the steAdy-stale voltage and cur~t waveJorms presented in
this section. Harmonics up to the 20th order were used to obtain the waveforms.
FiKUre 3.15 and 3.16 show the AC voltage. 11", at the point of common coupling
for two values of Q AS obtained by the humonic admittance method and EMTP
simulation. Both mcthocb accurately predict the waveforms at P<c. For a =45-
the method predicts voltage instability in the system operation resulting in higher
Pu voltage.
Fi!Ures 3.17 and 3.18 show the voltage waveforms At the ac terminals of the
converter for two values of a. The spikes on the EMTP waveform are produced by
the switching action of the thyristors. It is also observed thalthe voltage instability
at a =45- produces high frequency components in the voltage waveforms.
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 sbow the a.c current wa.veforms for two values of a. It i.
observed that both methods accurately predict the overlap angle. This was verified
using the echo feAture in EMTP to observe tbe enet dOlinS and opening instants
of the thyristors. For a =5j-, an overlap angle p ... 3"' wu obtained.
Fi!UMI 3.21 and 3.22 sbOlif the voIbge wave!omu at the de terminalI of the
COllvertel'. The voltage iutahility at Q .:: 45' is reflected in the output voltage
wamonn.
3.1 Summary
In this chapter, the harmonic admitbnce method W&I implemented to study the
harmonic interactions in a single-phase converter connected to an a.c network. The
results pve ac:c.uta\e inform&t.ion on \-he hannonic level.. In the example consid-
ered, the method predicted the existence of an UIlItahle resion of operation. The
system wamanna indicate 1wmonic iutability dOle to this region. The instability
is C&U5ed hy the resonance in the S)'Item impedance close to the fift.h hannonic
frequency.
The resulu of the hannonic admittance method were obtained usinC harmonic
componeDts up to the 20th. The results showed close ageement in .y.tem wave-
forma with the EMTP simulation. The harmonic admittance method wu applied
to a simple sin&1e-phue sytteID. However, the method ca.n be extmded to a large
system by representins the Ie system with its Thevenin equiva1eDt circuit.
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Fipre 3.15: Vol\&le at the point or common couplinS (PQ")' 0: =sr
(a> Harmonic Admittuce Method (b) EMTP Simula1ioo
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Fisure 3.16: Voltaae at the point of COmmoD couplins (Pee), Q .. 45-
(a) Humonic Admiltance Method (b) EMTP SimulatioD
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Figure 3.17: Voltage at the Converter AC Terminal., Q = 57-
(a) Harmonic Admittance Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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Figure 3.18: Voltage at the! Converter AC Terminals, a =45-
tal Harmonic Admitt~ce Mrlhod (b) EMTP Simulation
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Figure 3.20: AC Current Waveform, Q = 450
(a) Harmonic Admittance Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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Fi&ure 3.21: Volta&e at the DC Tenninals of the Converter, a = ~1·
(a) Harmonic Admitt&ncr Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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Figure 3.22: Voltage at the DC T~nals or the ConverteI'. Q = 45-
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Chapter 4
Harmonic Admittance Model for
the Three-Phase Converter
Based on the single phase model discussed in the last chapter a. harmonic admit-
tance model is developed for the three-phase ac/de converter. A. the three phase
converter has three input ports and two output ports the standard m to n porl nel·
work OUla,lysis procedure is employed to obt&in a humonic matrix which describes
the harmonic interactions in the three-phase system. To the author's knowledge
the harmonic admittance method has not been applied to the three-phue Iydem.
4.1 The Three-Phase Converter System
Fisure •.1 show. the three-phase ac/dc converter. Lt represents the inductance of
the con~let transro~. For simplicity it is assumed tbat the IOUrce and trans-
former resistances are negleded and that the de sKie induct&nce 4 is sufficiently
)ar~ to maintain continuoUJ output current, it'. The ohmic lossa in thyristotl 1
through 6 are nes1ected. The de link voltage, E~· is assumed to be constant. In
all the above quantities and thQ5e following, the suffixes a, band c represent the
corresponding phases.
In this cbapttt the hiU'lIlonic admittance model for Fig. 4.1 i. developed. In
chapter 5 tbe thre-phase converter connected to the &C input vol~e via an ac
network is studied using the moclel developed here.
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Figure 4.1: Three-Phase Convmft' Circuit
4.2 Harmonic Admittance Matrix for the Three-
Phase Converter
The harmonic admittance matrix must provide a relationship between the currents
in the three phases, voltages of the three phases, the de current iUld the de volt-
age. To ~sure that the matrix couples all harmonics in the phase voltages, pbue
CUIT~ts, the de Curttnl and the de voltage, the phase currents and the de voltage
are expre'SSed as functions of the phase voltages and the de current. The result-
ing structure of the hannonic adrnittanu matrix relatins the l61ninal variables is
expreued as
[:a:] _[1= := g= ~=] [~~] (4.1)~c - AcB¢CcDc V~vt Ad Bd Cd Del tr
V:c, Vr and V:c are the Fourier matrix representation of the three-phase source
yoltages l:c• Ibc and x:e are the Fourier matrix representations of the curreotll
in each of the three phases. Vt: and ~e are the Fourier matrix representations
of the de voltage and de current I'e!lpecti~ly. All the e1emenu in the parameter
matrix are infinite di~5)onal. The matrix (Aa....Dd) representin~the three-phase
£"
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converter i. totally depmdmt upon the 1It&1n of the conl~er and the commulatiT\3
induct&nces.
4.3 Elements of the Harmonic Admittance Ma-
trix
The Fourier series representation of the elements in the harmonic admittance matrix
for the three-phase converler is deri~ in this s«lion. As is the cue in the single-
phase converter, the yol~e and current waveforms in the three-phase converter are
determined by the switching Action of the thyristors. However, in the three-phase
converlet, the changing sut" and modes of Gpn-ation of the thyristor! make it
difficult to use one set of switching functions to gmnAte both voluge and current
waveforms. In order to simplify the analysis procedure. two switching (unettelOS
are introduc~, namely the current switching function and the voltage switchin!
function. The voltage and cur~t switching function. determine the .latee of the
converter. and in steady-state. they define the voltage and current wavellihapelJ
respectively.
Fipre 4.2 shows the ide&! switching runctions with respect to the source voll-
ages tf.'". u:C and v;". defined as
v:~=V",sinwl
v:~ = V",sin(loIt - T)
u:c"" Vmsin(loIl - T)
('.2)
('.3)
(M)
The resulting ideal current and voltage waveforms a.re shown in Fig. 4.3. Far con-
venience the current waveforms are shown as trapezoidal waveforms. The reference
paint £ar the delay ansle 0 i. at loll = i-
".
". ".
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4.3.1 Harmonic Representation of the Current Switching
Functions
The current switchins functions define the relationships between the phase currents,
the phue vo!u,,l!;es &nd the de current. These ,witchiuS functions coruist of the
follow ina:
• Swilchins function. tha.t define current.l throuSh each of the six thyristors.
These define the total period during which a thyristor is on. This includes
the commutation as well as the inter commutation mexia. For instance the
switchins function H' consists of intervals durin,!: which the fol1owina poups
of thyriJtors conduct.
(5,6, I), (6, II, (6, 1,21, (Uland (I, 2, 3).
• Swilchina functions in the commutation mode.
The element.! in the converter transmission malrix are functions of both types of
switchin,l!; functions.
The switchina functions HI. JfZ. IP, H" H' a.nd H- which d~ine the
states of the thyristors a~ assu~ to have a value of unity ror the time intervals
during which the thyristors 1 • 2 , 3 • " , 5 and 6 conduct. The switching runctions
H4', H", H52. HI3, JP4 a.nd H35 are the switching functions which determine the
commuta.tion interv&!. These ha.ve a mue or unity for the interval during which
the transfer of current takes piKe between switch pairs (4, 6), (5, I), (6, 2), (1, 3),
(2, 4) and (3, 5). The current in each of the three phases i. obtained by a linear
combination or the switching functions HI ,..H', H4' ...H35, the current during the
commutation overlap and the dc current. The time instants at which thyristors 1
through 6 are ,witched on are Sive-n by the angles ~ through tPe, defined &I (oUaw••
r~'=6+Q
~""i+·1
(4.5)
(4.6)
where 0 is the firing angle.
93=i+~
¢(=i+ tP3
tis = i+~4
~=i+of>5
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(4.7)
(U)
(4.9)
(4.10)
Assuming that in the steady-state the commutation angle p is the same for each
commutation interval, the Fourier coefficients for the switching functions are ob·
tained as
h~..o ~ L~J+I' e-i.....1d(wt) =~[e-j..(.J+..) - e-i....'! (4.11)
h~..o ~[T+/I] (4.12)
h~tlo .;;J....+r> e-j.....1d(wt) = ~(e-j..(..+l'l_ e-j "." (4.13)
h:",o 1 [" 1~ ~+Jl (4.14)
h~~o .;;.f....•.. e-i.....'d(wl) = ~[e-j"(·.+,,) - e-j"~1 (4.15)
h~",o 1 [2. 1 (4.16)- -+p2. 3
h:"o .;;l~+f+" e-inW1d(wt) = ~le-j"("+f+") - e-j....1 (4.17)
h:=o 1 [" ] (4.18)- =--+J.l
,. 3
h~¢o .!.it... e-j.....'d(wl) = L[e-JIII/h.,,} _ e-i".J] (4.19)211' ~ 211'n
h~=o 1 [" 1 (4.'01- -+p
,. 3
h:J1o l;J....+lf+.. e-i.....'d(w!) = 2~n[e-in(..+¥+...I- e-in",,] (4.21)
h:..o 1 [" 1 (4.22)= - -+p
,. 3
By a similar procedure the Fourier coefficients of the switch.ing functions for the
commutation mode are obtained as
(4.23)
"
h" £ • (4.24).~ ;;
h" ~ ~(e-i'("+-I_e-,ito"1 (4.25)...
h:~ • (4.26);;
h~~o ~1C!-i"I,,+,,)_C!-j""1 (4.27)
h~~ £ • (4.28);;
h"
-
~(e-joo("+"l-e-ia40J (4.29)...
h~:.o ~ • (4.30);;
h~t'O ~(e-ito(~hl_e-j""J (4.31)
h~-o • (4.32)b
h~~o ~[e-j"("+III-e-j""1 (4.33)
h:o • (4.34);;
4.3.2 Harmonic Representation of the Voltage Switching
Functions
Voltage switching functions define the relationship between the phase voltages and
the de voltage. Similar to the current switching functions, the vohase switch-
ing functions ha.ve a. value of unity in the ~ons where corresponding thyriston
conduct. The voltage switching functions for the commutation overlap intervals
when three thyriston conduct sirnulla.neously are equivalent to the current switch-
ing functions for the commut.&tion mode. Table 4.1 shows the voltage .witching
functions and their equivalents for the various intervals. Generally two ohhe three
devices involved in the commutation process belong to the pOlitive(negative) group
while the other device belon~s to the negative(positive} group. The harmonic com-
ponents or the elements of the Fourier matrix for the vo1tase switchin&; functions
when three thyristors conduct simultaneously are defined by equations (4.23) to
(4.34). The harmonic components of the lest of the voltage twitching functions
Table 4.l: Vohase Swit.chins Functions
Switchios Equivalent Switchet Start of End of Volt~e
Function Switchins Conductin! Inurval Interval Ma&t\itude
Function
H H" 5.6,1 ., ~I +u =.::i':v·c
H 1,6 ~I+~ 0, v_c_vu
H' H" 1,6.2 0, 0,+. ,~
H 1,2 0,+. 0, ",,'
""H H 1,2.3 0, 0,+. I "",~
IH 2,3 "'+. •• ~-~IH H 2,3." ., .4+~ ,~
H 3,4 64+Jol
'"
-
-""1/1 H 3,4,5
••
0,+
""H' 4,5 ",+. .. ~_lIo.c
H H ".5.6 .. .. + •
""H s,6 .. +. .. V ~_lIo.c
involving two devices can be obtained using the rollowing generalized rormul~
For example, from Table 4.1, the harmonic components or the vo1tase switching
runction which describes the conduction of thyristofl I and 2 are obtained as
h"... 2~lf(e-jIo{~1 - e-j-I"".,,11
•;;
(4,36)
(4,37)
4.3.3 Harmonic Represenh,tion of the Current in Phase-a
The Fourier matrix expression of the current in phase-a can be obtained as the sum
or the Fourier matrix expressions for each of the regions defined below,
• Current in the regions where thyristors belonging to phase-a conduct, but are
not involved in the commutation process.
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• Cunent durin! the interval of commutation overlap where thrte thyristors
conduct and one of the phase-a thyristors is involved in the commutation
The current in phASe-a is due to the conduction of thyristors 1 and 4. From
Fip_ 4.2 and 4.3 the current in pbue-a caJl be written u
The quantities in the equation (4.38) are defined below.
1. Currents when phase•• is not involved in the commutation process
The quantities /I'(wt). [12{wt) , 1'2I(wt), j<U(wt) • IU(lo/t) and I"'5(wt) are the
components of currents in phase-a when thyristors 1 and 4 conduct. During these
conduction periods the thyristors belont;ing to phase-a are not involved in the com-
mutation proccs. As the CUrmlt dunog these period, is close to the study-state
de current It(wt), these currents are expressed in terms of the switching functions
aDd the de current and are defined u foUows (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3).
The harmonic matrix representlLtions of equations (4.39) and (4.40) are obtained
by representing each component by its corresponding Fourier series. The resulting
expressions are
Il'+ll:I+I12'=[Hl_H61_HlSl~e (4.41)
In +re +1'" = - [B' -8" -8"]J:I' (4.42)
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2. Currents when pbase-a is involved in the commutation procns
The quantities [S6I(Wt), [113(lIIt), [234(wt) and [US(wl) represent the componentll
of currents in phase-a during the commutation interval. In terms of the switching
functions, these currents lU'e defined as
[113(wt) = [HI3(wtlll(WI)
p34(w!) = (H24(wt)J/(wtl
I~M(wl) = [H46(wtl]/(wl)
(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
(4.46)
where l(wt) is the current during the corresponding commut...tion interval. defined
by
I(wl) = £: Td(wt) + 1, (4.47)
In equation (4.47), t. is the time instant at which commutation starts and J. is the
current in the phase at the beginning of commutation.
In order to obtain the harmonic components of the current dUffng the com·
muta.tion period, the circuit equations during commutation are first derived. It is
assumed that i~e is constant during the commutation interval. Figure 4.4 shows the
three-phase converter. At every instant the following equations can be derived.
W=i;)-ie (4.50)
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Figure 4.4: Three-Phase Line Commutated Converter
U3-vs=V,-Ve (4.53)
Us -VI" v. -~ (4..54)
v:" - vtc=r..:!,. d(il - ~(:t:3 +4) +VI - U" (4.55)
v:c-11:" =wL. de i" - ~(:t:$ +12) + \13 - 115 (4.till)
where 101 is the ansular lUquency of the sourc.e.
•. Current during commutation from thyristor 1 to thyristor 3
During the commuta.tion from thyristor 1 to thyristor 3, thyristors I, 2 and 3
conduct. The foUowiD.& equations are obtained from Fig. 4.4.
and £rom equation (4.48)
VI=~=~=O
(4.57)
(4.58)
(4.59)
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Substituting equations (U7) and (·1.5S) into equation (".M) gives
(4060)
and from equation (4.49)
(4061)
Equation (4.59) also gives
di l di3
d(loIl) = - dew!)
Substituting equation (4.52) into (4.60) gives
ond
(4.62)
(4.63)
(4.64)
The current in phase·a during the commutation interval is obtained from equations
(4.64) and (4.47) as
where 4J3 is the beginning of the commuta.tion from thyristor 1 to 3 And it"(wt -
~) = IjcCwt) is the current in phase-a at the start of commutation. In the steady
state when J(wt) and v:", v:", i:"(wt) are periodic, the terms in equation (4.6.5) can
be expressed as the Fourier series,
f: In~~l nI;,.. (VG;~;w~:·)n~_1
~0f: (V"G·.-V~G·)"ej~+ f: I!:ein~ (4.66)
II._~ 2]nwL. ....-00
."Multiplying both sides of equation (4.66) by the orthogonal function tJ- and
integrating over a period gives
(4.67)
8ll
1_=- f: (v·~-v.·~)·ei·~+ f: ':ei~ (4.68)
':..~ }nv.JL" ..._.-
where the suffix nand m denote the order of the harmonic. The Fourier repre-
sentation or phase-a current during the commutation overlap interval a.s defined by
equations (4.61) and (4.GB), can be written in the general fOrm
where
L,
[0 = 10
I,
Y I!o is the diagonal matrix with elements defined by
G(chl defines eiR.~ terms in the matrix
G(o,) =
(4.70)
(4.71)
(4.72)
and 1M is the identity matrix.
From equation (4.44) the current during the commutation interval is given by
(4.73)
The Fourier series representation of equation (4.73) is given by
(4.74)
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which, from equation (4.69), call be expressed as
au is defined u
('.76)
and V:". VtC and V:e are the harmonic matrix representations of voltages, v~(wt),
v:C(wt) and v;C{wt). I~c is the harmonic matrix repres~tation of the de current,
ir{wt).
b. Commutation current Cor other devices
Using the procedure outlined above the current during commutation ror other
thyristors can be obtained as follows.
For commutation from thyristor 5 to thyristor 1, the initial current ir(wl =
;,) = O. Hence from equation (4.15).
Similarly, for commutation from thyristor 2 to thyristor 4,
For commutation from thyristor 4 to thyristor 6,
I" = H",Y.(V:" - Vt") - Y.(G(;,n(V:" - Vt") + (G(;,nI:l'] ('.79)
Where G{~)...G(9I), HIl ...H4' ouestrudurally identica.l to G(t'I3) (equation 4.12)
and Hl:I (equation 4.76) respectively.
S2
Substituting equations (4.41), (4.42), (4.75), (4.77), (4.18) and (4.79) into equa-
tion (4.38) the Fourier matrix representation of the phase-a current is obtained
I:C (H1 _ H4].r _ [UU + H13 _ H Z4 _ H20l~
+H" {V. IV:' - V:'IIIM-G(od]}
+H" (V. IV:' - vi:']-G(.,) [v.(v:, - v~I-I:l'1}
+H" {V. IV:' - V:'I [1M- GI••I]}
+H" (v. IV:' - V~']-G(") [V.IV:' - V~) +d']}
14.80)
4.3.4 Harmonic Representation of the Currents in Phase-
band Phase-c
Following the procedure for obtaining phase-a current in the previous section, the
currents in phase.b and phlLSe.c can be determined. The final equations are given
as follows:
For phase-b,
It' ~ [H'-H'!I:l'- [H"+H" -H"-H"]d'
+H" {V. IVt' - V:'I [1M- G(.,11}
+H" (V.IVt' - V:'J- GI••) [V.IV~ - V:')-I:l'1}
+H" {V. IVt' - V:'J [1M- G("I]}
+H" (V. IV~ - V:']- G(") [V.(V~' - V:'I +d']}
(4.81)
and for phase-c,
r:' = [H'-H']d'-[H"+H"-H"-H"jI:l'
+H" (V. IV:' - V~J [1M- G(o.)]}
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+H" {V. IV;' - V:'J -GlM [v~{V;' - V:,) - It'll
+H"' {V. IV;' - V~'J [1M- G(;,)!}
+H" {V. IV;' - V:'J - Gl••)[V.(V:" - V:') +r:l'1l
(4.82)
4.3.5 Harmonic Representation of the DC Voltage
Let vA', v;' and v~c represent the voltages at the ac terminals of the converter (i.e
at the ac nodes of the thyristors). The de voltage viC(wt) can be expressed in terms
or the converter ac terminal voltages aD.d the voltage switching functions. From
Table 4.1, Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, the de voltage can be expressed. as
v:C(wt) HI8(wt) [vA'(wt) - VSC(wt») +HI~(w!) [u:'(wt) - va(wt)j
+H45(wt) (VCC(wt) - vA'(wt)] + H13(wt) [us(wl} - vC'(wt)J
+H34(wt) [vs(w!) - vA(w!)] + Hso(wt) [vc·(wt) - viHwt)j
+~ {(H I82(wt) _ H34S("'t)VAC(Wt)}
+~ {(H'l34(wt) _ HS&l(Wt))vSC(wt)}
+~ {(H458(wt) _ Hl23(wt»ucC(wt)} (4.83)
Collecting the coefficienu of vAc(wt), vi/c(wt) and v;C(wt) together, equation (4.83)
can be rewritten in the Fourier matrix form as
where
H,
H11 +H12 _H34 -Jr~ _ i{H3411_H1ll2}
_H33 +H34 _ H18_ HilI _ i {Hllll1_ H234}
H41i +Hlil _H12 _H23 _ i{HI23 _HUll}
(4.84)
(4.85)
(4.86)
(4.87)
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If Z is the diagonal matrix containing the harmonic components of the impedance
between the converter and the source voltages v:", ute and v;", (i.e Z = jn""L,,),
then the Fourier matrix of the converter voltagd V,r. Vif aDd V!f arc given by
vx: =V:e-Zl:e
Substituting equations (1,.88) through (4.90) into equation (4.84) gives
(4.88)
(4.89)
(4.90)
4.3.6 A, B , C and D Parameters of the Three-Phase Con-
verter
The elements of the harmonic admittance matrix of the three-phase converter
(A•...De) can be obtained. by extracting the coefficients of V:C, V~ , V:e and
lac for each phase, from equations (4.80) to (4,82).
From equation (4.1) the expression for I:c is given by
Comparing equation (4.92) and equation (4.80), the parameters A•• Ba• e. and
D. for phase-a are obtained as
A. ~ H"IIM_G('.)]Y.+H"IIM_G(.,)]y.
+H" 11M - G(")] Y.+H" 11M - G("l! Y. (4.93)
B. Y.{-H" 11M - G(.,)] _H"IIM-G(")J} (4.94)
c. Y. (-H" 11M - G(")]- H" 11M - G(I!.)J} (4.95)
D
il
(HI _ H51 _ HIS _ H4 _ H2fo _ Holt) +H13G(f13) - WIG(h)
(4.96)
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Similarly the expression for I~ is obtained from equation (4.1) a.s
and ~he parameters Ab. Bb' Cb and Db for phase-b are obtained from equation
(4.8Il ..
V.{-H" 1,M -G(.,)]- H" 1,M -G(••)j}
H" [1M- G(O,l! V.+H" [1M- G(O.)] V.
+H" 1,M - G(o,l] V.+H" [1M- G('.I] V.
V.{-H" [1M-G(.,)]-H" [1M-G(O.lj}
Phase-c current ~<: is obtained from equation (4.1) as
(4.98)
(4.99)
(4.100)
(4.101)
The parameters Ae, Bel Cc and De for phase-c are obtained from equation (4.82)
... V. {-H" [1M- G(O.)) - H" 1,M - G(o<lj} (4.103)
B, V.{-H" [IM-G(',J)-H" I,M-G(.,)j} (4.104)
c. H"[IM-G('.»)V.+H" [IM-G(••J]V.
+H" 11M -0(.,1] V.+H" [1M-G(.d] V. (4.105)
Dc (HG _HIi1 _H35 _H2 _H82 _H24)+H51 G(,d _H24G(''')
(4.106)
From equation (4.1) the expression for V:e is pven by
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SubJtitutiD& for rae. Itt and Ie" from ~uation (4.1) into t'quation (4,9t) Sives
~e = {H.. -Z[A.H.+AbHb+AcHeJ}V:C
+ (Hb - Z [B.H. +BbHb +BeHel) Vr
+{He - ZIC.H. +C.H. +C,He)) V:,
-Z (D.H. +O},Hb +DeUel~c ('.108)
(4.113)
(4.114)
Comp&ring equations (U07) and (4.108) the parameten ~, Dd. Cd and Dd
parameters are obtained a.s
A. H. - Z {A.H. +AbHb +AcHe} ('.109)
B. Hb - Z [B.H. +BbHb +BcHel ('.110)
C. He - Z IC.H.. +CbHb +CeHcI (4.111)
D. -Z [D.H. +DbHb +DcHe} (4.112)
Equation (4.1) can be used to solve for the current in the three phases i: the Fourier
components of the voltages v:". vr I v:" and the output voltage I)~c are known. In II.
practical system only the ae source voltages u:c, ute. v;C and the de terminal voltage
E" are known. The relationshipt bet~n the terminal v.ui&bles are expressed as
[ ~~] [~~ ~ ~] [:~] [~~]Vac=oooo r:c+VacV~c: OOOZdc: tr ~
Subltitutinr; equation (4.113) into equation (4.1) gives the following rela.tionlhip:
[ ~~]=[I~ I: It ~ ][~~]E~ Ad Bd Cd Dd_Zdc .r
Equation (4.114) ca.n be used to compute the barmonic componeDts or If ror pven
ac source volt&«es and converter pU&meters.
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The above equations illustrate the coupling between the harmonics in a three-
phase ac·systern. For example the current in phase-a (equation 4.92) has the
following matrix representation:
L".
"
._, ._, V~•
I"
" "
._, V&.C
I,.
" " "
VI~c
'"
b_, b_, V~.
+ ~
'"
b_, \'0"(
b, b,
'"
VI":
., c_, ~, V~tc
+ c, ., c_, Vo:,c
c, c, ., VI~·
d., d_, d_, l!\~
+ d, d., d_, /~ (4.115)
d, d, d., I~
A single frequency of phase-a current is coupled to all the harmonics or the phase
voltages and de current through the matrices A •• B., C. and D ...
4.4 Solution of System Equations
The harmonic admittance matrix is a function of the firiDg angles !PI" .41" the
overlap angle p. and the indud&nce Le . The harmonica generated by the converter
can be studied by solving the system equations developed in the last. section.
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4.4.1 Constraint Equations
The harmonic admitt&nce matrix ghoen by equation 101,1) rd;t.lct the I.e side and
de side quantities throush the matrices A." through Dd. These ..ixleen m&trius
are functiorn: of the firing angle, Q and the oVfilap angle. po In order to sol\'t
the set of equAtions, it is necessary to obtain a relationship between Q and JJ. The
equation for the thrft-phase model can be obtained by considering the commutation
overlap inlernl. exemplified b)· the transfer of current from thyristor S to thyristor
1. After the lapse of this interval the currmt in phase-a is equal to the steady
stale de current It l\S shown in Fig. ".2. Similar equAtions can he formed for
the other two phases. HOWe\'ef in the example studied it was verified that t~ting
the equation for one phaR Wall ,uffictenl. This is beca~e it is ASSUmed that the
three-phase system is balanct'd and symmetrical. and th~ overlap interV&1s are the
same for all commutations in th~ three phases. The ~uation for the commutalion
overlap interval b~tw~n thyristors I and ·5 can be wriuen as (equation 3.48)
.Eo V;:,~i': {<'..,k" - III = .E. ';:' [""~"'l (4.116)
....
V.. and v.. denot~ the nth harmonic component of v:" and vr respectively.
4.4.2 Procedure for the Solution of Equations
1. Select a finns anSIe o.
2. Make a reasonable su~ {or overlap ansle p.
3. Evaluat~ parameter matrices A. through Dd using equations (4.93) throush
(4.112).
4. Solve equation (4.114) to determine the components of V:o;. Vr. V:C a.nd
It'.
~. Check wbether equation (4.116) is satisfit'd.
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Fi~ure 4.5: Example HVDe System [201
6. While equation (4.116) is not satisfied repeat steps 3 and 4 by updating the
value of the overlap angle, until equation (4.116) is satisfied.
7. Solve rOf Vdc, I:e. I:' and I~e using equation (4.1).
4.5 System Example
The simplified HVDe system, shown in Fig. 4.5 is used as an example to demoo-
strate the use of tbl!i harmonic admittance method to determine the harmonics
by the three-phase converter. The results obtained by the harmonic admittance
method are verified using EMTP simulation.
4.5.1 Simulation Using the Harmonic Admittance AIgo--
rithm
The procedure outlined in section 4.4.2 is used to compute the harmonics in the
input currents, the output de voltage and the de current in the three-phase con-
verter. The results presented in this section are normalized with respect to voltage
and current values corresponding to normal operating condition of Q = 180 and
90
• =13.45' [20).
Figures 4.6 a.nd 4.1 show the plots of th~ de component of the ccnverter output
current and de voltage for different overlap angles. For comparison purposes the
resultlll of the dauical method are also shown. It is observed that the c1aSlical
method. overestimates the output current as it nqleas the cross-coupling between
the b&rmOQics.
Fir;ures 4..8 and 4.9 show the frequency spectrum of the ac current and output
voltage harmonics respectively. The current harmonics are normalized with respect
to the magnitude of the de current and the de voltage harmonics are normalized
with respect to the average de voltage. The harmonic admittAnce method correctly
p~ict.s the characteristic harmonics generated by the converter.
FiSUre 4.10 shows the converter ha.nnonics u a fundinn of the overlap angle.
As expected the fundamental component incruses with iOcr9Siog overlap angle
because the firioS angle deaeues with iocreasins overlAp &nsle. Compuison with
the classical method shows that the classical method overestimAtes the fundamental
comp<" /lent for hi&her overlap an&les.
Fi8Ure 4.11 shows the dominant harmonic component of the the output volt&&e
(i.e. the 6th harmonic) has Aminimum value at aD overlap ansle of 16-.
4.6 Simulation Using EMTP
The example con.idered in the previous sedton was .imulated usin!; the EMTP AI
the simul&tioo tool to verify the hannonic admittance method for the three-phase
converter. Thyristor switches can be represented in EMTP by TACS·controlled
type-II switches. TACS was also used to &enerate the &ate pulses usin& a control
circuit simulation. The details of the &Ate pulse &eoerator are pven in Appendix
A.
The node diauam of the EMTP model is shown in fi&u~ 4.12. For simulation
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Figure 4.12: Node Details of EMTP Model
purposes. small series resistances and snubber circuits, shown in the figure were
introduced.
The Y - Y transformer shown in the circuit is replaced by three single phase
transformers. The special request word transformer in the R- L -C component
cards is USf:d to model each transfortMr [19) . The transformers have no magnetizing
branches and saturation effects were not considered in the model.
The thyristors were modeled using type-II TACS switches. The echo feature
was activated to obtain the diagnostic output. This gives exact instants at which
the thyristors open and close. This was useful in verifying the duration of the
commutation overlap intervals.
4.7 System Waveforms
The system WAvefOrms obtaiDed using the harmonic admittance method were veri·
fied by EMTP simulation. The harmonic, computed Ctom the harmonic Admittance
method were recombined to obtain the steady-state voltage and current waveCorms
presented in this section. Harmonics up to the 20th order were used to obtain the
waveCorms. Voltage waveCorms are normalized with respect to the rms value oC the
E"
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source voltage and current waveforms are normalized with respect to the dc current
ata= IS-.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the line-ground ac vuitage, v~c at the ac tenninals of
the converter for two values of a as obtained by the harmonic admittance method
and the EMTP simulation. The waveforms clearly show the notches due to com-
mutation. The EMTP simulated waveform shows the notches shuply even though
there is some oscillation in the voltage waveform at the points where thyristors
switch on and off. The .values of the voltages in both the harmonic admittance
method and the EMTP are in close agreement.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the line current, i:c for two values of firing angles
as obtained by the harmonic admittance method and the EMTP simulation. The
waveforms are as expected.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the output voltage, v~o for two values of a as
obtained by the harmonic admittance method and the EMTP simulation. The
values are about the same in both cases. The slight deviation in the waveshapes
is due to the limited numher of barmonic terms used in the barmonil; admittance
method.
4.8 Summary
A three-phase model of the converter system based on the harmonic admittance
approach was developed. The parameter matrices A. through Dd were derived
in terms of the voltage and current switching functions. The system waveforms
obtained were validated using EMTP and it was shown that the model predicts
correct information on the harmonic levels.
(bl
Figure 4.13: Voltage at the COD-verter AC Terminals v~~, Q =IS-
(a)Harmonic Admittance Metbod (b) EMTP Simula.tion
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(a) Harmonic Admittance Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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(lL)Hannonic Admittance Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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Figure 4.17: Voltage a.\ tbe DC Terminals or the Converter lit. a = IS-
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Chapter 5'
Harmonic Analysis of an HVDC
system
In the previous chapter, the basic three-phase converter without an ac source net-
work was analyzed. In this chapter the harmonic admittance method is extend~
to study the harmonic interactions in a system with an at network at the primary
side of the converter transformer. In the later part of the chapter, input source
containing harmonics and a converter system with unbalanced ac side impedances
are considered.
5.1 The Three Phase Converter Connected to
an AC Network
Figure 5.1 shows the three phase converter system connected to the source through
an ac network. z:e, Z:c &lid z:e represent the Thevenin equivalent impedance of
the ac network. More complex circuits can be reduced to the circuit of figure 5.1
by representing the ac source and its complex network with its Thevenin equivalent
circuit. For instance, the impedance of the ac system along with &11 the filtm and
line impedances can be reduced to Z:c, Z:c and Z:, in series with the input voltages
t:C, t:c and t~. Lc represents tbe inductance of the converter transformer. The de
side inductance Ltlo is sufficiently large to maintain a continuous output CUrreDt ir.
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Figure 5.1: Three Phase Converter Connected to the AC Network
5.1.1 System Equations
Equation (4.1) can be used to solve fo; the current in each of the three phases if
the Fourier matrix representation of the voltages at the point of common coupling,
Pee, V:C ,Vbe and V~ and the output de voltage, V1e are known. In a practical
system only the source voltages E:e , Ete , E:c and the de link voltage E1c: are
known. These two sets of voltage quantities are related by the following equation.
[V:'] [-Z:' 0 0 0] [I:' ] [E:' ]~£ = ~ -~tc: _~.C ~ §: + ~V~c: 0 0 oe Zdc: ~e ~e
where Z:c:, zte, z~e represent the matrix representation of the network impedances.
The :solution procedure described in 5ei;tion 4.4.2 is employed to detennine V~,
V~, V;C and Jt= from equation (5.2) for specified source voltages and ac network
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the Fillers
impedance.
Type
Order
L(mH
R(fi)
Tun..t
2.62
107.42
1.27
Tuned
Tth
2.62
54.81
0.90
Dam ed
11th
4,42
13.16
10.92
5.1.2 System Example
The HVDe system used as an example is shown in Fig. 5.2. The system is reduced
to the model shown in Fig. 5.t by representing the inverter in the HYDe system
with ... de source ~. The following are the system parameters (201.
• AC Sou.rc:e: 230kV L-L 00 the line side and 205.45kY on the converter side
• Transformer: Xl.= 10% per phase ~d turns ratio is 1:0.89
• Inverter: E""=242kV DC, L~,..700mH, Rc = sn
• Transmission lines: R~ = 1.15720, L, = 44.6mH
• Shunt harmonic filters At the point or common coupling to provide a low
impedance path to ground for the harmonic volta&es generated. The values
of the R, Land C components of the fillers are as given in the Table 5.1.
For thiJ example system the Tbevenin equivalent impedance at the rundamental
rrequency is determined to be Zac = 0.234 - j269.01. The harmonic characteristic
or the Tbeveoin impedance is shown in Fig 5.3. It can be seen that the filters have
low impedance value at the 5th and 7th harmoo:c frequencies.
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Figure 6.2: An HVDe System Example
(a> AC Network (b) Single line representation
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5.1.3 Simulation Results
The impedance matrices Z:-:'. Zr: and Z~ in equation (5.2) are obtained by farmin!
a diagonal matrix containing the harmonic components of the impedance as the
diagonal elements. The system is analyzed at the steady slate operating conditions
corresponding to Q' = 18° and Il =13° usin! the harmonic admittance method.
Frequency spectrum of the ac current md output de voltage an: sbown in Figs.
5.4 and 5.5 respectively. As expected the harmonic admitl&ncc algorithm predicls
the characteristic harmonics of 6k ± I in the input curfent iUld 6k in the output
voltage.
5.1.4 System Waveforms
System waveforms obtain~ uting the harmonic admittance method were verified
by EMTP simulation. The details of EMTP model are tbe same u in Fig. 4.12
with additjonal branch cards to represent the &C network. The refernce vohap
(0[' the Aeoer&tion of trigerinS pulses are synchronized to the vol~ at p.. u
detailed in Appeudix B. A harmonic order of 20 wu used to obtAin the voltqe:
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And current waveforms in ~be harmonic admittance method. Volt&«e waveforms
are normalized with respect to the rms value of the source voltage and currf!nt
wa.ve£orms are normali2ed with respect to the de current at Q = IS-.
Figure 5.6 shows the ph~a voltage at P~, V:C as obtained by the harmonic
admittance mgbod and EMTP simulation. The values of the volt.a«es in both
humooic adm,itl&nce method and the EMTP are About the &a.r'M.
FiSUre 5.7 showl the phase-a &C terminal voltq;e ~ for the two simulation
methods. The waveforms show the commutation notches. The notches are not
as sharp in the harmonic admittance method because of the number of harmonic
components used. to recoDstruct the waveform. The values of the voltages in both
harmonic admittallce method and the EMTP are about the same.
Fi&ure 5.8 shoWI the phue-a current as obwned by the harmonic admittance
method and EMTP simulation. The sha.pe and the values of the waveforms match
well. Both methods predict an overlap anp of Jj = 13-, This was further verified
usinS the echo feature in EMTP to observe the instants of closing and opening of
the thyristors.
The output voltage waveforms as obtained by the harmonic admittan~ method
and EMTP simulation are shown in Fig. 5.9. The values ate about the same in
both methods. The wavefollD3 confirm the correctness of the harmonic admittance
alsorithm.
5.2 The Three-Phase Converter System with
Source Harmonics
In tbe previous section the input source to the three-phase converter 'Ylltem wu
assumC!d to contain only the fundAmental component. In this section the efl'ed of
source harmonics OD the harmonic interaction. in the system i. considered., For
simplicity, the source voltages are assumed to contain a 5th harmonic component,
TIme iaJCODDdr.
[al
[hi
Figure 5.6: Voltage at the Point of Common Coupling, v:,". a ::::l 18°
(a}Harmonic Admittance Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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Figure 5.7: Voltage at the Converter AC Terminab, vf. Q == IS·
(a)H&rmonic Admittance Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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Fipre 5.9: Volta~" the DC Tmnin&1s of the ConYerter, ur. Q = J8·
(a)Harmonic AdmiU&Ilce Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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In order to chariKterize the effect of the source barmonics, the filte" at the input are
neglected and the line impedances, Z:~. Zrc and Z:c arc assumed to be balanced.
The line resistance and inductance are R, = 1.157ft and L. =44.58mH.
5.2.1 Simulation using the Harmonic Admittance Algo-
rithm
The matrices E:e, E~c and E:c are initialized to contain a fifth harmonic Fourier
component which is assumed to be 5% of the fundamental component. The rest
of the solution procedure is the same as the previous case. Figure 5.10 shows the
frequency spectrum of the input voltage. A significant 5th harmonic component
can be observed. Figure 5.11 shows the frequency spectrum of the voltage at Pa;,
which contain only the characteristic frequencies. Figure 5.12 shows the frequency
spectrum of the phase-a current. It is observed that the 5th harmonic component
in the ac source results in ll. slight increase in the 5th harmonic current. Figure
5.13 shows the frequency spectrum of the output voltage. It can be seen that the
5th harmonic component in the source produces a small 4th harmonic component
on the dc side.
5.2.2 System Waveforms
Results obtained using the harmonic admittance method were verified by EMTP
simulation. The details of the EMTP model are the same as the previous case with
an additional 5th harmonic source voltage in parallel with the fundamental source
voltage. Figures 5.14 to 5.17 show the wa.vefonns in the system. The waveforms
are as expected. The distortion in the waveforll15, caused by the 5th harmonic
component in the ac source, can be observed. The wAveforll15 demonstrate that the
harmonic admittance method accurately predicts the effect of source harmonics on
the system voltages and currents.
I ~I Iill
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Fipre 5.10: Source Volt&!e Spectrum
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Figure 5.11: Pee Votlqe Spectrum
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Figure 5.14: Voltage at the Point of Common CouplinC. v:c, Q = IS-
{a.)Harmonic AdmittADce Method (b) EMTP Simula.tion
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FiXUn! 5.15: Vo1ta&e at the Converter AC Terminals,~. Q =IS-
(a)Harmonic Admittance Method (b) EMTP Simulation
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5.3 The Three Phase Converter System with
Unbalanced System Impedances
In the previous examples the impedances Z:", Z:c and Z:" were assumed to be bal-
anced. In this section the harmonic admittance approach is extended to study the
harmonic interactions of the three-phase converter system connKted to unbalanced
system impedances.
5.3.1 Simulation. using the Harmonic Admittance Algo-
rithm
The line resistance and inductance of the HVDe system in Fig 5.2 a~ R. =1.1570,
L. = 44.58mH. Assuming ±P as the percentage imbalance in phase-b and phase-c,
respectively the system impedances are represented by
z:c =:. 1.1572 + jnwO.04458
Z;' =(I +4)Z:'
Z;' = (I - 4lZ:'
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
Unbalanced impedances lead to unequal overlap intervals. The harmonic admit-
tance formulation presented in chapter 4 is still applicable. However, tbe switching
functions are modified to account for the unequal overlap intervals. Tables 5.2 and
5.3 show the modified switching functions.
PI through Po represent the overlap angles for the corresponding conunutation
intervals. As there is no asymmetry in the firing angles, the following equations
apply.
Pt =P...
113=115
(5.6)
(5.1)
(5.6)
Table 5.2: Modified Voltage Switching Functions
Switching Equivalent Switches Start of End of Voltage
Function Switching Conducting Interval Interval Magnitude
Function
H"' H' 5,6.1 ., rPl+1Jt -v~
H 1,6 rPl+J1.1 .. 1I"-v'"
H,a Ha 1,6.2 .. rP2+J1.2 V·· '"-=-
H" 1,2 tP2+J1.2 .. 1I:c _1Ioc
H'" H" 1.2,3 ., rP3+ U3 ~_lIGC
H 2,3 rP3+J1.3
••
v" v"
H'" H" 2.3,4
•• tP.+J1.• lI:c_~H 3,' tP.+p..
••
lI:c v:'
H'" H" 3.4,5
••
rPs+J1.s ~-1I""
H ',5 ~+J1.s <10 v" v"
H'" H" 4.5.6
••
t/J,+J1.' v" "'-"'>..
HH 5,6 tP'+Il' <10+" lI;c_ lI:c
Table 5.3: Modified Current Switching Functions
Switchin Function Start of interval End of interval
H ., rP3+J1.3
H .. rP.+J1..
H' ., tPs + J1.s
H
••
4Je+J1.fj
H
••
tPS+~+J1.1
H
••
t/Js+ "+U2
l21
IT.!
The three different overlap angles invol\-ed require three constraint equations to ob-
tain the solution of the system equation,. The constraint equal.ion for commutation
from thyristor 1 to thyristor 5 is obtained from equation (4.l16) u
f: V:':. -1\:.' {d'" [d'" -Ill Q f: I:~ [,1·"'+"'1 (S.9)
n.-OO 2}nwL m .. -'IO
.po
Similarly, the constraint equation for commutation from thyristor 3 to thyristor t.
and thyristor 5 to thyristor 3 can be written repecti~ly as
.t V~~i:.'{d"" Id·Q -Ill = .t1::.1,1·'...·"1 (S.IO)
..'
.f.. v,;~~~; {d'"' [d'" -Ill = .ti::' [".,.....,\ (S.lI)
...
5.3.2 Simulation Results
Figure 5.18 shows the output voltage as obtained by the harmonic admittance
approAch and EMTP simulation respectively for a percentage imbalance P =10%.
The effed of unb&lanced phase impedanc" can be observed as the peak voltages
during the commutation intervals differ.
Unbalanced system impedance rtsults in the generation of uncharacteristic har-
monies in the ac-side and the dc·side [25]. Figure 5.19 shows the magnitude of
the uncharacteristic harmonics in the voltage at the point of common coupling as
the percentage imb&1ance is varied from 10 to ~ %. It can be obSftved that the
magnitude of the uncharac~ristic harmonics (3rd. 9th and 15th) increase &I the
percentage imbalance increa.se5.
Similarly the magnitude of the uncharacteristic output voltage harmonics (2nd.
4th and the 8th), shown in Fig 5.20 increax with increui"!: percenla!e imbalance.
It is a1so observed. that the rn&&nitude of the unchancteristic harmonia decreue
considerably as the firing angle, a is increased.
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5.4 Summary
The humonic umitunce model was extended to represent a three--pha3e converter
system connected to I.n ac network which included harmonic filters and a trans·
mission line. The method. effectively represet1tJ the harmonic characteristic of the
network impedance and accurAtely predictJ the voltage harmonks at the point of
common coupling. The effect of the source harmonics was studied. As a result of
a fifth hiUmonic component in the ac source, the total harmonic distortion (THO)
of the voltage at the point of common coupling and the output voltage increased.
The effect of imbalance in source impedance was studied. As unbalanced source
impedance results in unequal overlap intervals, three constraint equations were in-
troduced in the solution procedure. It was observed that unbalanced at system
impedance results in the generation of uncharacteristic harmonics in the voltage at
the point of common coupling and in the output voltage.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, an analy!is of the pba:se-controUed ac/de converter systems haa~
ca.nied out usilll the harmonic admittance approach. The approach is (ound to be
effective in studying the harmonic inten.c:tion in converter system..
The harmonic admittance method wa" implemented to study the harmonic in-
teractiolll in a single phase converter connected to the AC network. The resulu of
the analyail .howed that tbe approach gives accurate information 00 the h&nnonic
levels. In addition, it haa been shown that tbe harmonic admittance method pre-
dicts the existence of an unsu.ble resion of operation in the example lingle phase
converter 'Y,tem conaidered. The ty'lI\em wavd'OrDll presented indica.te harmonic
instability in the operation dose to U1is region.
A three-phase model of the converter system bued on the harmonic admit-
t&nce appro&eh wu developed. Traumiuioo parameters (A., B, C, D parameters),
defining the relatKlnship between tbe &C curren"', ac voltages, de current and the
de voltage were formed in tertnl of the switching functions. The .yatem waveforma
obtained were verified with the results on the lame ayatem uaing EMTP.
The method WiII!I extended to represent a three-phase converter sYltem connected
to an ac network which included harmonk. filters and a tr&nllmillSion line. It was
mown that.
• the metbod effectively repreleDU the harmonic characteristic of the network
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impeduce.
• the method accounts for the cross-coupling between the harmonic components
of the ac·side and the dc-side voltages and currents.
• voltage harmonics at the point of common coupling are available as part of
the solutioD.
• the effect of harmonics in the source voltage can be studied using the method.
The results obtained predict an increase in the total b&mlonic distortion
(THD) at the point of conunen coupling due to tbe harmonics present in
the source.
• the efect of unbalance in source impedance can be studied using the approach.
The results presented indicate that the level of uncharacteristic harmonies in
the dc-side and the ac-side increase with ao increuiog imbdlance.
The method serves as an alternate tool for the bannooic evaluation in ac/dc con-
vetter systems. The major contributions of the thesis are the development of the
three-phase model of the converter 8)'$tem based on the harmonic admitt&nce tech-
nique and the study of simple HYDe systems using the harmonic admittance model.
It is clear from the resultli presented in the thesis that. most. of the predicted results
can be obtained using t.he EMTP package. However, the ht.rrnOnic admittance
method provides additional information on the voltage harmonia at the point of
common coupling and gives the individual harmonic levels in the sy.tem. This data
is required for tbe design of harmonic filters and also to predict the behaviour of
the system.
6.1 Scope for Further Development
The harmonic admittance method developed in the thesis .hould be extended. to
investigate the following.
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1. A complete model of the thr~pbaseconverter, covering the various modes of
operation need to be developed. The procedure outlined in the thesis ill ap-
plicable. However, appropriate switching functions which define the sequence
of operation for the different modes need to be developed.
2. The HYDe systems studied were represented by a reduced model where the
inverter was replaced by a de voltage source. The harmonic admittance
method can be extended to study a detailed model of the HVDe system
by incorporating two sets of transmission parameters, the first set of param-
eters defining the ac to de conversion and the second set defining the de to
ac conversion. As a further step, these two sets of parameters can be com~
bined to fonn a set of parameters that will define the relationship between
the sending end ac quantities and the receiving end ac quantities.
3. Systems with asymmetrical firing lUlgies have been found to reduce the har-
monic levels in the ac system. The harmonic admittance method can be
used to investigate the effect of the control teclmique on uncharacteristic har-
monics. This CaD be achieved by considering unequal overlap intervale and
considering asymmetrical firing ill8t.ants in the solution procedure.
4. The systems coll8idered in the thesis were represented by single units. How-
ever in large power sy!ltema where several units are put in parallel, the mutual
coupling between the units have to be considered in the model. A detailed
model for such systems needs to be developed.
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Appendix A
Gate Pulse Generator
This appendix gives the details of the TACS cards used for the generation of gate
pulses in the EMTP model of the three-phase converter system. The types of the
cards used and the principles are the same for the single phase converter system.
The gate pulse generator uses the value of firing angle Q and generates a firing
pulse exactly Q degrees after the natural zero crossing of the particular commutat·
ing voltage. In the model used in this thesis. a gate pulse generator with TACS
source type-14 representing the reference voltege is used. Figure A.I shows the
level trigger that forms a. long pulse, H. This pulse is then delayed by a pulse width
of 1m'" to form the pulse D. By applying the following logical operations pulses P
and N ace produced.
P ~ (H.AND.(.NOT.D))
N =(D.AN D.(.NOT:P))
(A.I)
(A.2)
These two pulses are delayed by Q and passed on to tbe !ates. Flgur.~ A.2 gives
the details of the types of the EMTP cards used to build the gate pub,e generator.
The main details are as follows•
• Three type-14 sources are used to generate sinusoidal voltages which are in
phase with the input line-line voltages.
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V. Level triggered pulses
.OOlStt
Pulses for positive group
Pulses for negative group
N
-""
Figure A.l: Gate Pulse Generation Concept
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Figure A.2: Gate Pulse Generation Steps
• Type-52 level triggers are used to generate the long level- triggered pul!eS.
• Type-54 delay cards arc used to delay the long pulses by the required duration
of gate pulse (in this case Ims).
• The AND and NOT gates in equations (A.I) and (A.2) are implemented using
FORTRAN expression cards.
• The final pulses are delayed by Q using type-54 pulses.
• The pulses (PI through P6) are then forwarded to the Double Pulsing Block.
Double Pulsing
The double pulsing block is required to ensure the proper opctation of the converter
at start-up. During start-up two thyristors (in the positive and the negative group
Z Block
PI
FI
P4
F4
P3
F3
P'
F'
P5
F5
P2
F2
Figure A.3: Double Pulsing
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respectively) n~ to be fired simultaneously to provide .. path for the de current.
The arrangement sbown in figure A.3 ensures that two thyriston are turned 00
simult&Qeously. For eX&mple at start-up when a pulse is applied to thyristor I,
thyristor 6 receives the S&me pulse, thus eosurio!: that I and 6 conduct simultane-
ously.
Appendix B
Synchronization of Triggering
Pulses in an HVDe System [20]
The method used. to synchronize the voltage at Pcc to the reference voltages used.
for tbe generation of the triggering pulses is detailed in this appendix. The AC
voltages at the Pcc can be expressed as
v:C(t) EV."C03(nwt +8 )
v:C(t) ~ V",CO&(nwt +9 )
v:"{t) ~ VcnCO.!l(nwt +8 )
(B.l)
where n refers to the harmonic order. The angles 6.,.. 8... and 8m refer to the phue
angle between the harmonic voltage and current. The fundamental components of
the phase voltages in the Fourier form can be expressed as
v:W) a..cw(wt) +b"cos(wt)
v:j(t) a.co&(wt) + ~co,,(wt)
v:f(t) a"CO&(wt) + b"C03(wt)
(B.2)
The Fourier components 0 aod It in equation (B.2) can be obtained from TACS as
shown in the block diagram of Fig. B.1.
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Figure 8.1: TACS model for input voltage tracking
The Fourier components are obtained by integrating the sine and cosine terms
over half a cycle. Type 90 source is used to continuously track the voltage at Pcc.
Type 53 delay is used to obtain the componenu over half a cycle. Th.e positive
sequence components of the tracked phase voltages can be expressed as
vo+(t) ~ [V.cos(wt +8.) + lI6cos(wt +9. +120"} + \'.COII(wt +8~ - lZOO)J
v*(t) ~ (V-cos(wt +8.. - 120·) +V.co.ll(wl +8.) +Vccos(wt +Be +1200 )J
vc+(t) ~ (V.COJ(loIt +8. + 120°) +V.cos(wt +8. - 120') +Y"cos(wt +9.)1
(B.3)
Usios the Fourier coefficients obtained earlier and using the :~ationJlhip between
line voltll&e and phase voltage (line voltage lags the corresponding phase voltage
by 30 degrees and differs in magnitude by a factor v3) the line-to-line voltages in
terms of the Fourier coefficients can be expressed a!
v..~(t) = ~ (a..CO!(loIt - 30°) +a6C03(loIt +90°) +aeco'(loIt - 150')]
+~ [b..Jlin(wt - 30') + ~Jlin(loIt+ 90') + b",in(loIt - 150'))
(B.•)
1<3
Similarly the other two Une-to-line voltages are given by
Vk(t) = ~ [a.cos(wt - 150°) +a.co.t(""t - 30·) + lZccos(wf - 90·)]
+~ [b..sin(wt - 150·) +b."in(wi - 30·) +bcsin(wl +90·)]
(B.5)
vd(i) "'" ~ {a.co.ll(wt +00·) +"lCOS(wt - 150°) +ClcCOJ(wi - 30°))
+~ [b."in(wt - 90·) +b."in(wt - 150·) +b."in(wt - 30·)]
(B.6)
The reference voltages a3 required fOf the triggering pulse generation are given by
equations (8.4), (B.5) and (8.6).




